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9ABSTRACT
Music education has been neglected at secondary schools for the
deaf in Hong Kong as well as in many countries abroad. Consequently,
there was a urgent need for a teaching method and a music program. To
remedy this situation, this study investigated the possibilties of
using a particular method, called the Emotional-Expressive Method
( EEM) to cope with the problem of teaching music to deaf pupils in
a secondary school for the deaf. The purpose of this study was to
find out to what extent the EEM could be applied in teaching music to
deaf school-children.
The research used a quasi-experimental and descriptive method as
well. To test the effectiveness of the EEM in teaching music to deaf
pupils, the analysis of covariance was employed to find out the pupils'
achievement in learning different areas of music under the FFM, factor
analysis was used. During the whole process of music teaching, the
researcher observed and recorded the pupils' performance in order to
assess their progress and achievement.
Results in this study revealed that the longer pupils received
music teaching under the EEM, the higher the score in the post-test
they achieved, and pupils of year 4 had the highest scores in all music
areas. However, there were no significantly differences in scores of
affective, social, and_ psycho-motor domains among pupils of different
years. Through observations, it was found that pupils demonstrated
greater gains in the imagination, expression, and performance of music
and movements than in other music areas.
1Chapter One: Introduction
The Problem
Background of the Problem
There are four schools for the deaf in Hong Kong, namely Hong
Kong School for the Deaf, Mongkok Lutheran School for the Deaf,
Canossa School for the Deaf, and Victoria Park School for the Deaf.
All, except the Victoria Park School for the Deaf, have primary and
lower secondary sections up to M.( Middle) 3 or M.4. There are
some forms of music actually known as rhythmic movement in the
primary sections of these schools. However, only one school, i.e. the
Mongkok Lutheran School for the Deaf, provides music in its secondary
section.
In all these primary schools, music is taught once a week. The
music lessons mainly cover musical games, singing, and some percussion
instrument playing. The method for teaching music to deaf children is
an assortment adapted from fragments of those used by Stile Jaques-
Dalcrose, Zoltan Kodaly, and Carl Orff. These music methods are
primarily designed for children with normal hearing and they are not
entirely applicable to deaf children. Consequently, no promising
results have been observed.
As far as the writer knows, there is at present no systematic and
comprehensive music program in the schools for the deaf in Hong Kong.
This situation makes it difficult for music teachers to teach music to
deaf children successfully. Therefore, a unique music program with an
effective method for teaching deaf school-children is very much in
2demand.
Moreover, it appears that the music potential of deaf school-
children has not been fully acknowledged. In 1981, the Curriculum
Development Committee1 has classified music as an optional and minor
subject in secondary schools for the deaf. The reasons seemed to be
that: (1) the deaf could not expect to take up jobs as musicians (2)
it was not a loss for deaf people not to be able to appreciate the
beauty of sound and (3) deaf pupils should spend more time on
vocational and academic subjects than on music. It was implied
indirectly that pupils in secondary schools for the deaf could not
benefit much from learning music.
As a matter of fact, many educators for the deaf in western
countries have admitted the positive position of music in the
education for the deaf. They have even progressively and positively
experimented with different possible methods to teach deaf children
music. Therefore, it is clear that a..method for teaching music.-to
deaf school-children has to be designed.
In fact, the inclusion of music in the curriculum for deaf school-
children is a desideratum. Many studies( Galin, 1976 Fincher, 1976
Kelley-Tomlinson, 1977) have supported the idea that music nourishes
the right hemisphere of the human brain and facilitates the holistic,
relational, spatial functions, and speech and language comprehension.
Music education helps to bring about a balanced development of the
brain which is a productive approach to normal mental health( Samples,
1.Curricultun Development Corittee is composed of staff members from
the Special Education Section( Deaf and Partially Hearing), and
principals from schools for the deaf.
31976). Furthermore, music teaching provides situations for
developing a person wholly on emotional, social, cognitive,
psychomotor, and imaginative aspects.
Statement of the Problem
The writer maintains that every deaf child has the right to enjoy
and express what he considers the beauty of sound. Teachers, artists,
or educational administrators who are normal in hearing should not
deprive deaf pupils' right to experience and enjoy music. The writer
agrees with what Folts( 1977) has said, A normal hearing person
probably is not qualified to judge what a deaf child can do with music.
It is rather for the deaf child to tell us( p.456).
The present study endeavours to explore a particular method and
apply it to a music program for pupils at the junior level of the
secondary school for the deaf.
4Review of Literature
Literature Related to sound Perceptior
Records showed that the first means to convey musical concepts to
deaf children was the auditory approach. As early as 1802, Itard,
an otologist, observed six deaf pupils responding to the auditory
stimulation of a drum, a flute, and bells( Goldstein, 1939).
The auditory approach was made possible through developments of
acoustic equipment, of which amplifiers, the magnetic loop system,
individual and group hearing aids were the most commonest examples.
The equipment enabled deaf children to use their residual hearing more
extensively and effectively( Bland, 1962 Uden, 1963). Alvin( 1965)
clearly stated that the hearing aid increases the deaf child's
perception of sound that have given a special place to music in the
education for the deaf( p. 132).
Bland( 1962 suggested introducing them deliberately to human
voices and different instrumental sounds in order to find out which
sound the child responded best to. The children listened to animal
cries, bird songs, and sounds from the farm yard, the zoo, the street,
and the railway. A full auditory training program should include the
awareness, recognition, discrimination and memorization of all
enviromental and musical sounds.
Many educators have noticed that the deaf felt the sound vibration
which was a necessary implementation for hearing. May( 1911) pointed
out that there seems to be 'something in the vibration of music that
exercises the nerves of audition and vitalizes them( p. 202
Porter( 1912) emphasized that feeling vibration of musical
5instruments and amplified music with hands or the whole body was an
inevitable process for the deaf in perceiving music. According to
Austin( 1964), the principal stimuli in music were rhythm and
vibration, which give both pleasure and assistance( p. 16) to
the deaf child to learn music.
Alvin( 1965 stated that a deaf child could learn to perceive
music by feeling the vibrations of sound through his skin
or his bones. She suggested the deaf child playing the auto-h
accordion, and tambourine because he could hold them and feel the
vibration through his whole body. The child could lean on or put his
hand on the piano, feeling the rhythmical vibrations of the piano.
Similar method was used by Fahey and Birkenshaw. The deaf child felt
vibrations by closing his eyes and touching the piano with his finger-
tips or placing his back against the piano. He gave signs when music
started and ended. He felt the vibration from the piano and beat on
the drum to show the beat( Fahey Birkenshaw, 1972).
Bitcon( 1976) introduced an educational use of Orff-schulwerk
for deaf pupils concerning tactile perception of sound. She employed
a stage which conducted sounds from stamping feet and bouncing balls.
Pupils placed their ears against the stage floor to receive sound and
simple rhythms. Bang( 1980) stated that the deaf perceived music
fran feeling vibrations which carried rhythms and melodic sequences.
To facilitate music perception of the deaf child, sonor tone bars were
used. The frequencies varied from 64 to 380 Hz which most deaf people
could hear. The residual hearing of the deaf could be activated and
utilised through the work with tone bars, which possess very specific
acoustic-vibratory qualities( p. 109).
6Based upon the aforementioned materials relevant to sound
perception, the following can be stated:
1. On Technique
a. the auditory approach has been the oldest and the commonest
approach in music education for the deaf
b. the auditory training has been an integral experience for
the deaf to learn to listen to music;
c. feeling vibration is the next important technique for the
deaf to perceive music
d. hearing aids, amplifiers, good sound-conducting materials,
and musical instruments are important agents for conveying sound to
deaf children and
e. in addition to auditory and tactile inputs, the deaf use
visual and kinesthetic channels as well.
2. On Concepts of Sound
a. various kinds of sound should be exposed to the deaf:
b. rhythm is the most conspicuous element in music that the
deaf sense definitely; and
c. the pitch, intensity, tone quality, and direction of music
are included in the music program.
7Literature Related to Rhythmic Movements
In 1893, deaf sutdents at New York Institution for the Instructior.
of the Deaf and Durrb could march to beats of a drum and participate
successfully in a field-music corps( May, 1911).
Folk dances and social dances were suggested as items for use in
music activities, in which pupils were encouraged to feel rhythmic
vibration and do dance improvisation. The recorder, piano, organ,
and any form of percussion instruments, which were connected to
amplifiers and magnetic loop system, were employed to ensure that every
deaf child would receive sufficient input( Uden, 1949 Murkel, 1961
Bland, 1962).
From a music therapist's point of view, Alvin( 1966) pointed
out that to the deaf, music can be physically therapeutic
( p. 114). A deaf child learnt to use his inner physical rhythm
( p. 114 in his speech, physical movements, and dancing, thus,
promoting the health of body, mind, and emotion. As Ludin( 1953)
has stated, rhythm must be correlated with some internal mechanism
for the impression of rhythm to arise( Alvin, 1966, p. 115).
McDermott( 1971) stressed the importance of rhythm in learning
music. Deaf children reacted to the rhythm as they felt it, and as it
affected them. They were encouraged to perceive rhythm through
kinesthetic, which was the sensation one experiences in ones muscles,
tendons, and joints when they are stimulated through the motion of the
body (p. 229).
Gerit( 1972) suggested the deaf improvising movements from music.
He further suggested that we can start with a piece of music, making
8a dance with it, either with or without a story. On the other hand,
we can build up a dance from suggestions of the pupils, after which
look for suitable music( p.5).
Fahey and Birkenshaw( 1972) introduced body movements for
relaxation and rhythmic exercises. Movements for relaxation included
swinging arms, rolling heads, blowing feathers, and running across the
classroom. Rhythmic exercise took the form of echoing rhythmic
patterns, moving to drum beats, or clapping speech rhythms.
Brick( 1973) pointed out that for the deaf pre-adolescents,
sports, such as basketball, fencing, bowling etc., motivated
eurthythmics. These activities emphasized controlled body movements,
wise use of space, release of energy, protection of the hearing aid
during stress, and careful listening.
Allen( 1975 described a special kind of rhythmic activity in
her writing, viz., Dance of Language. The activity provided a
social situation created by the singing games. Children had to*listen
and to speak to one another, following the movement sequences of the
game. The children, with the help of the music teacher, analyzed
different rhythmic patterns of speech and songs, and classified the
patterns in the rhythm family. The children then sang and moved
rhythmically to songs based on the same rhythmic pattern.
Bitcon( 1976) introduced the shadow activities, which
demonstrated friendship for most of the cases on the screen, and
facial effect activities, which used photographs, slides and
pictures( p. 97). She illustrated the body part compositions,
using one's own body as an instrument( p. 98). The Marching
activity was designed for moving along to prominent beats of music.
9According to the above references, there has been a great success
for the deaf to learn to dance and to understand musical concepts
through rhythmic movements. Furthermore, dancing and rhythmic
movements can develop deaf children's motor ability and space concept.
The recent trend inclines to explore more possible activities in
eurthythmics for teaching deaf children music.
Literature Related to Speech and singing
Speech is so closely related to singing that the training in one
field improves the other. Bland( 1962) related that the rhythm,
emphasis, and the flow of words in songs helped the deaf child's speech
to develop more naturally. She suggested using very simple singing
exercises based first on an octave to help the child to feel how to
vary his voice"( p.3). The songs were simple, with easily
understood words and exciting rhythms and plenty of repetition"( p.4).
Austin( 1964) employed musical rhythms and pitches in connection
with those of speech. Vertical lines, bar lines, and wavy lines were
used to indicate the syllables, rhythmic patterns, stress, and
intonation of sentences. Similar to Austin, Alvin( 1965) introduced
a way of teaching the deaf to" relate the accentuation of words to the
accentuation in music, and connect a rhythmical pattern of a few chords
with a word or a sentence accentuated in the same way( for instance:
Po TaTo and JJJ) (p. 135)
Fahey and Birkenshaw( 1972) combined speech with singing.
Speech was taught by asking one group of the children to play the
speech rhythm with percussion instruments while the others walked the
sequence and said the words. Working on a similar track, Allen (1975)
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worked out language rhythms common to both songs and speech, and used
them in singing games.
Kelly( 1980) concluded that the deaf enjoyed singing songs and
learnt to organise speech patterns in songs. And such free vocal
play can stimulate auditory and speech development( p.290). Bang
( 1980) stated that singing helped the deaf to speak. Most deaf
children did recognize the melodic element before they catch the
rhythmic structure of songs( p.110). He used play-songs to unite
singing with movements, dramas, sign language, and instrumental
performance.
From what the literature has revealed music teachers would allow
the deaf to sing in a speaking manner. Exercises, such as reciting
words, moving with songs, rhythm and pitch training are practised with
the accompaniment of the keyboard or percussion instruments. In the
activities, music teachers aim at improving the children's abilities
in voice production, concepts in speech, correct word orders, and
stress relationship in sentences.
Literature Related to Instrumental Playing
The earliest record of the deaf' playing instruments dated back
to 1848 when Bartlett taught a deaf girl to play the piano. He
concluded that intellectual gratification and cultivation was inevitable
when music was taught to deaf children( Turner, 1848). NLay( 1911)
mentioned that a band with deaf students was set up at the Military
School for the Deaf, New York.
Bland( 1962) mentioned that making music with a percussion
band, and noise brings its own satisfaction( p.2). The deaf could
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play simple rhythmical melodies of nursery rhymes on simple musical
instruments. Drums and tambourines were the most popular instruments
for accompaniment.
Austin( 1964) recorded her attempt to teach deaf children to
play basic rhythmic patterns and their own names through the training
of a percussion band. The instruments included the triangle,
tambourine,, cymbals,, drum, Chinese temple block, and Chime bars.
Borck( 1973) encouraged deaf adolescents to transpose music for
speech, rhythmic activities, and movements to the Orff instruments.
Pupils had to it play their parts precisely on cue, and shift their
vision from player to player as the work proceeds( p. 160). In
addition to usinq the timpani, hanging gong, bass metallophone, bass
xylophone, autoharp, guitar, string bass, and triangle, Bitcon( 1976)
suggested using other materials, e.g. a pole, a chair rack, a great
footstool, or a stick to demonstrate sound and rhythm.
Folts( 1977) recorded his struggle through the teaching of
four three-year-old deaf children the clarinet, trumpet, and flutes.
He used rote-learning in addition to auditory, tactile, kinesthetic,
and visual techniques. The deaf children gained great success after
one year's learning. They joined the Beginners Band at the Greenville
Elementary School, Yonkers, New York, and performed in a concert.
Based upon the above-mentioned materials, it appears that:.( 1)
the deaf can learn to play music instruments to a certain extent and
( 2) instrumental playing can be added to other activities, such as
rhythmic movements, speech and singing, auditory training, and marching.
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Literature Related to Music Expression and Creativity
Birkenshaw( 1965) emphasized creativity through playing musical
instruments. He suggested that a well-organized course of music,
particularly one based on a creative approach, stressing rhythm,
speech and movement, can be a valuable extra aid in teaching the deaf
( p. 352).
According to Alvin( 1965), there was a strong emotional factor
in music for the deaf. It created communication which gave them a
sense of rhythm and means to express themselves joyfully through
movement.
Creativity could be expressed through rhythmic movements.
Rhythmic exercises according to McDermott( 1971), draw upon
creativity and give each deaf child a sense of his own body and
controls he has over it. This simple learning, in time, will contribute
to the development of the ability to coordinate mind and body quickly
and instinctively p.230).
.The above-mentioned references indicate that creativity has been
increasingly emphasized in the music. education for the deaf so as to
develop their ntentials finrthPr_
Literature Related to Teaching Methods
In the fore-going sections of literatures, some teaching methods
have been introduced. So, in this section only different teaching
methods will be cited.
Austin( 1964) stated that there were two different approaches in
teaching music to the deaf. They were as follows:
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.... the one using the awareness of vibration, the making of
vibration, and its use in connection with speech and movement,
and the other building up a rhythmic awareness, and the ability
to move rhythmically and speak rhythmically. ( p.7)
Alvin ( 1965) mentioned her therapeutic principle that we
should build on what already exists in the child and bring it out into
consciousness ( p.133). She applied this principle by exposing the
deaf child to the stimulus of music and encouraging him to produce
music himself.
McDermott ( 1971) pointed out that the child could learn music
through participation in rhythmic activities. The child's
participation helped him to develop a sense of responsibility, to
encourage and promote leadership, and to develop alertness and
concentration on things going on around him.
Parents should help their deaf children to develop musical sense
in daily life( McDermott, 1971 Stern, 1975 Kelly, 1980). Kelly
further suggested to all parents and,.-teachers the three Es ..to
teach them. The three Es were encouragement, entertainment, and
enjoyment.
According to the references, music taught to deaf children aims
at developing their potential in music. They must be exposed to a
saturated music and sound environment, in which they learn music and
sound by themselves in a natural manner.
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Literature Related to Music Programs for the Deaf
In this section, eight music programs for the deaf will be
described.
The Educational Program: Music, Expressive Movements and Dance
for the Deaf at St. Michielsgestel, the Netherlands. Gerit( 1972)
designed the Educational Program: Music, Expressive Movements and
Dance for the Deaf. It was a music program for St. Michielsgestel,
a school for the deaf in the Netherlands. The music program was
devised for preschool-children( 4-6 years old),, primary school-
children( 6-12 years old), and secondary school-children( 12-18
years old). In the secondary level, pupils had lessons in music and
movements once a week for 50 minutes. The program concentrated on
sound perception, combined with music, expressive movements, and dance.
The Rhythm Program at the California School for the Deaf,
Riverside. Fahey and Birkenshaw( 1972) introduced two music
programs, one of which being the Rhythm Program at the California
School for the Deaf, Riverside, California, U.S.A. The Rhythm Program
was taught in a special room equipped with a grand piano, rhythm band
instruments, a phonograph with loud-speakers and a group hearing aid.
The floating, wooden floor was raised a few inches above the ground to
improve the reception of vibration. The program included the
perception of pitch, intensity, and rhythm by feeling vibration
dances, marches, and rhythmic games rhythm band playing and
recitation of popular songs, old favorites, and Christmas carols.
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The Music Program at the Metropolitan School for the Deaf, Toronto.
Fahey and Birkenshaw( 1972) introduced another music program for the
deaf, i.e. the Music Program at the Metropolitan School for the
Deaf, Ontario, Canada. The program combined speech with movements and
singing. It included body mvoements for relaxation, auditory training,
rhythmic exercises and dances, and speech and singing. In these
activities, Kodaly's method were employed to teach songs, organize
rhythmic movements and notate musical notes.
The Education Through Music. Allen( 1975) introduced the
Education Through Music for the deaf, initiated by Mary
Helen Richards. It was an innovative program for hearing impaired
children to develop themselves completely through rhythmic games. In
the program, songs and experience games are used as a primary tool
for focusing attention while learning is taking place( p.381).
The Music Program at the Lexington School for the Deaf, New York.
Stern( 1975) introduced a multi-faceted music program in the
Lexington School for the Deaf, New York, U.S.A. The program included
the awareness of rhythm and sound vibration in music perception,
breathing patterns and phrasing in singing, instrumental playing,
rhythmic movements and dance. It had an educational purpose for
pupils' enjoyment.
The Music Program at the Glendonald School for Deaf Children,
Victoria, Australia. A music program was designed( 1975) at the
Glendonald School for Deaf Children, Victoria, Australia. The program
contained music listening, singing, creative music making, movements
16
and dance, and mime and drama.
The Music Syllabus by the Special Education Curriculum
Sub-corrunittee for Hearing-Impaired Students in South Australia,
Australia. The Special Education Curriculum Sub-committee for Hearing-
Impairment Students in South Australia( 1976) designed a music
syllabus for deaf pupils. The syllabus included awareness of musical
rhythm, pitch, and dynamics creating music with voice, body, objects,
and percussion instruments and rhythmic movements and dances.
The Music Speech Therapy Program for the Hearing Impaired at the
Aalborg School, Denmark. Bang( 1980) introduced his Music Speech
Therapy Program for the Hearing-Impairment at the Aalborg School,
Denmark. The program contained the following aspects:( 1) music
perception through feeling vibration which were connected with the
auditory input( kinesthetically and auditorily rather than visually)
(2) speech training and language stimulation through music and
singing( 3) movements and( 4) use of musical instruments for the
music speech therapy, such as the piano, tympani, conga, hand drums,
deep-bass resonator bars, Orff xylophones, and metallophones.
With reference to the eight music programs for the deaf, it is
apparent that music educators and curriculum designers for the deaf
have tried to use music as advantageously and extensively as possible.
The music programs generally cover all possible aspects of music,
speech and singing, and movements, except the Rhythm Program
( which only concentrates on developing the deaf child's concept of
rhythm, and motor response), and the Education Through Music by
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Mary Richards( which makes singing as a major means to convey musical
ideas to the deaf).
Generally, those programs aim at developing the deaf child's
abilities in perception, motor, imagination, creativeness, singing,
and instrumental playing. The focus of each program may differ from
one another. Since the programs cover such a wide range of different
activities, the program designers acknowledge that the deaf child
should be taught all aspects of music in order to let his potential
develop.
Surrgriary of the Above Review of Literature
From the review of the related literature, the following features
can be summarized conclusively:
1. From the content of the articles, e.g. the activities
described, examples, and illustration, it is apparent that music
courses are offered mainly to the deaf children in kindergartens or
primary schools. It shows that music in secondary schools has not
been given the full attention it deserves.
2. In many of the articles, the description is very general.
They focus more on theories, possible methods, and processes than on
concrete results. Music teaching to deaf pupils, so far, has no
prominent success, even though progress can be observed.
3. The activities employed in teaching music to the deaf child
are adapted piecemeal either from those used by music educators for
normal-hearing pupils, e.g. the eurthymics from Dalcrose, singing f ron
Kodaly, and percussion instrumental playing from Carl Orff
or are ideas from the speech teaching of the deaf, e.g. sound
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recognition and auditory training. However, there is no specific,
ccrehensive method in the music education for the deaf. So, music
teachers only deal with music activities related to their own interest
and speciality. As a result, the comprehensiveness of the music
program can hardly be accomplished.
Therefore, the present research concentrates on the extent to
which the proposed teaching method, called the Emotional-Expressive
Method, used in the related music program can be applied in teaching
music to deaf children in secondary schools for the deaf.
The Hypothesis
This study was designed to test the effectiveness of the
Emotional-Expressive Method, being applied in the music program to
teach deaf children in the junior secondary school for the deaf.
This study examined the following hypothesis:
There are no significant differences in the music achievement
among the subjects who received one year, two years, three years, and




Deaf in this context had the following meanings:
According to audiologists, when one cannot( learn to)
understand speech mainly by hearing is considered deaf. This is the
case when at 125Hz, 250Hz, 500Hz, 1000Hz, 2000Hz, and 4000Hz when one
has hearing loss of 50dB, 60dB, 90dB, 90dB, 90dB, and 80dB or more
respectively. Consequently, there is an average hearing loss of over
90dB in the frequencies of 500Hz, 1000Hz, and 2000Hz( Dijk Uden,
1976).
According to the educational classification of handicapped
children by the Special Education Section in the Education Department
of Hong Kong, the deaf pupils are those with impaired hearing who
require education by methods suitable for pupils with little or no
naturally acquired speech or language.
The motional-Expressive Method
The emotional Expressive Method( FEM) was an instructional
method devised by the writer to teach music specifically to the
profound hearing-impaired pupils in the junior secondary schools for
the deaf. The method had its significance in exploiting deaf
children's emotion and feeling, and stimulating their expressive
potentials to experience music for themselves.
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Chapter Two: Method
This was an quasi-experimental and descriptive research which
was based on a pretest and post-test design, and observations of
subjects' outcome. It attempted: (1) to evaluate the extent to
which the subjects benefited from the EEM applyed in the music
program and (2) to investigate the difference in the progress of
the subjects who had received the treatment for one, two, three, and
four academic years respectively.
Subjects
The subjects in this research were deaf pupils in M ngkok
Lutheran School for the Deaf. They were in M.1, M.2, and M.3 which
was separated into M. 3L( Lower) and M. 3U( Upper). They were
profound hearing impaired children, i.e. deaf children. They could
be identified' by their degree of hearing loss which implied a loss
of sensitivity of hearing presumably in the peripheral hearing
mechanism. They were further classified by their abilities to
understand speech and were usually considered not able to understand
even amplified speech (refer to Appendix A).
Every subject had to wear an efficient body-worn or post-aural
hearing aid in the treatment, except in the cases of specific training,
such as in exercising kinesthetic, tactile, or visual input alone.
All subjects were not informed that they were participating in
the research. There was no sign for them to tell that they were in the
experiement. They were selected on the conditions that they were not
21
subtotal/total hearing impaired pupils, multiple-handicapped deaf
pupils, school drop-outs, or the transferred.
The subjects consisted of 52 deaf pupils--28 boys and 24 girls.
The sample covered one-third of the deaf pupils currently enrolled
at the secondary schools for the deaf in Hong Kong. The diversified
qualities, such as group sizes, hearing loss, age ranges, and numbers
of girls and boys of each group are tabulated below.
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Table 1
Descriptions of Subjects in Each Year
Degree of Degree of Average
Total the the degree
number Youngest Eldest Average slightest severest ofYear Class Boys Girls
of age age age hearing hearing hearing
pupils loss loss loss
( in dB) ( in dB) ( in dB)
M.1A 6 3 (9) 13 18 (15.00) 75.0 125.0 ( 91.11)1
M.1B 7 2 ( 9) 14 17 ( 15.22) 66.7 123.3 ( 97.41)
2
M.2A 2 5 ( 7) 14 19 ( 16.71) 75.0 120.0 ( 98.08)
M.2B 1 4 (5) 16 18 (16.80) 75.0 116.7 (101.00)
3 M.3L 6 3 (9) 16 20 (18.11) 75.0 123.3 (106.60 )
M.3UA 3 4 ( 7) 18 22 ( 19.86) 90.0 120.0 ( 105.94)4
M.3UB 3 3
( 6) 17 21 ( 19.67) 100.0 123.3 ( 108.33)
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The Emotional-Expressive Method
The EEM was characterized by the emotional involvrnent and self-
expression of deaf pupils. In order to convey musical stimuli to the
deaf and to enrich their musical perception, they were educated to
enhance their receptive ability through various means. So, in
carrying out the treatment, there were three approaches, i.e. the
emotion-oriented approach, the expression-oriented approach, and-the
total perception approach. A detailed explanation is given below
( refer to Appendix B for processes of applying the EEM).
The motion-oriented Jpproach
To compensate for the deficit in speech, expressing emotion in
some other ways became an important means of communication. Since
music was a medium capable of expressing feeling to some extent,
creating an emotional situation was as important as a learning
situation. Directing pupils' emotion into the desirable condition,
which had to coincide with the teaching objectives, was a pre-requisite
for comprehending, creating and performing music. The ways that the
researcher used to stimulate the pupils' emotion were as follows:
( 1) the researcher told short stories( 2) the researcher related
events and experiences( 3) the researcher showed pictures or
photographs( 4) the researcher organized games for pupils( 5)
pupils were encouraged to tell short stories and( 6) pupils were
encouraged to relate events and past experiences.
The above-mentioned activities acted as an emotional preparation
of each individual before learning. The pupils' emotional consistency
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was later kept by the music activities in which they participated. At
this later stage, when the whole group enjoyed the same activity, the
atmospheric emotion which the whole group shared replaced the personal
emotion and exerted a more dominant position in the emotion-oriented
approach. This approach was further applied to develop synaesthesiae.
The deaf were educated to associate music with certain emotion and
experiences which facilitated their acquisition and memory of music.
While pupils were experiencing music, following questions would be put
forward to them:( 1) what were you thinking of?( 2) what did you
feel?( 3) what emotion did the music arouse?( 4) what past events
did you relate? and/or( 5) what did you recall?
The Expression-oriented Approach
The expression-oriented approach followed the emotional-oriented
approach. Before giving pupils information about certain concepts of
music, the researcher gave them the opportunity to explore and discover
for themselves freely. It was based on the principle that reception of
music was secondary to expression. Expression accelerated the pupils'
desire to learn and reception reinforced their expressive ability
further. So, pupils learnt music while they were expressing it. Music
expression included exploration, experimentation, organization, and
improvisation of movements and sound and performance and communication
with movements and sound.
The Total Perception Approach
The total perception approach was used in the receptive processes
when pupils received musical signals from the surroundings. It imlied
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that pupils perceived sound and movement through multi-sensory
channels and as a total impression. These two aspects are further
explained below.
Multi-sensory Input. The first aspect of the total perception
approach was to educate pupils to perceive sound and movement through
multi-sensory channels which were visual, tactile, kinesthetic, and
auditory channels. The combinations of these four basic sensory
modality inputs are as follows:
I. Auditory Input. Pupils, equipped with efficient body-worn
or post-aural hearing aids, were positioned within 0.9 m.( 3 feet)
to 1.8 m.( 6 feet) apart from sound sources. They were not allowed
to face the sound sources and instructed to listen to sounds from
recordings or live performance.
2. Visual In ut. Pupils were not required to wear any hearing
aids. They were positioned more than 1.8 m. away from sound sources,
ensuring a clear and direct sight to performers. They were instructed
to lip-read( read the lip movements,,gestures, and expressions) and
watch the movements of performers.
3. Tactile In ut. Pupils were required to bring some parts of
the body( e.g. hands, fingers, legs, or faces) into contact with the
surfaces of sound generating objects. They had to take off their
hearing aids and blindfold their eyes. They were instructed to touch
the. surfaces of instruments, loud-speakers, or performers' vocal organs.
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4. Kinesthetic Input. Pupils were required to sense sound
vibration and pressure directly through. the skin. They were
positioned within 0.9 m. from sound sources. No hearing aids were
required and their eyes were blindfolded. They were instructed to
sense the vibration and pressure of sounds from loud-speakers or
instruments, to place their fingers about one to six cm. away from
the demonstrators' mouths or noses to feel the air flow, or to sense
the expression( e.g. warmth, intense feeling, or relaxation) of
sound.
5. Auditory-Visual-Tactile-Kinesthetic Inputs. Among various
inputs, the combination of auditory-visual-tactile-kinesthetic inputs
was the ideal means of perceiving sound. Pupils wore efficient body-
worn or post-aural hearing aids and had to see performers clearly.
They were placed within 0.9 m. from sound sources, using some parts of
the body to feel the vibration and pressure of sound. They needed to
sense the expression of sound and the atmosphere of the environment.
This is to say they were encouraged to experience sound stimuli
through all possible channels.
Total Impression. The second aspect of the total perception
approach was to educate pupils to perceive sound and movement as a
complete message rather than disconnected fragments. During this
process, they were directed to listen, recall, identify and explore
sound and movement as a total impression, and to sense the total
atmospheric emotion of the environment. In order to make pupils
perceive the message more correctly and efficiently, an analytical
process was introduced to them. In the analytical process, they
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analyzed and discriminated various elements of sound and movement.
This process educated pupils to perceive sound and movement more
precisely and therefore enriched their total impression.
Content of the Music Program
The music program was designed specifically for deaf pupils in the
junior secondary school for the deaf. It lasted for four years, from
M.1 to M.3U. The content which coped with the EEM depended on musical
functions and fundamental structures of music. It was intended to
cover the music areas which included all possible activities in music
lessons for deaf school-children( refer to Appendix C).
The content of the music program are listed below.
1. Exploration and Perception of Sound
a. human noises made by the mouth, hands, and feet
b. environmental noises from nature, noises made by animals,
noises in the city, and noises at home and
c. instrumental sounds.







3. Speech and Singing
a. rhythm, pitch, intensity and duration of melodies and texts
b. stress, intonation, articulation, and tone quality in speech
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and singing and
c. breathing and vocal technique in speech and singing.
4. Auditory Taiping
a. listening, identifying, distinguishing, and analyzing of
sound and
b. music listening with regard to sound volume, colour, type,
placement, length, and rhythm.
5. Expression and Performance
a. music expression and performance
(1) performing and expressing sounds with musical
instruments) including (1) mallet percussion instruments,
e.g. the glockenspiel, xylophone, vibraphone, and chime
bars (ii) membrane instruments, e.g. the timpini, bass
drum, tenor drum, marching drum, bongos, Chinese tom-tom,
and tambourine (iii) metallic instruments, e.g. the hand
cymbals, tam-tam, triangle, and sleigh bells (iv) wooden
instruments, e.g. the wood-block, hand castenets, and
paddle-mounted castanets and (v) keyboard instruments,
e.g. the melodica, piano, and organ
(2) making sounds with improvised instruments, e.g. desks,
chairs, sticks, body parts, toys, the floor etc. and
(3) expressing music in musical dramas, mimes, and musical
games.
Note. 1 The classifications of percussion instruments are based on
Reed, H. Owen Leach, Joel. Scorin for Percussion and the Instruments
of the Percussion Section-Englewood Cliff, New Jersey: Prentice HallInc., 1969.
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b. rhythmic movements and dances
(1) movement exploration including (i) body discovery and
awareness (ii) feeling of space concerning direction
and level and (iii) conditions of movements, such as
time, flow, and strength
(2) performance of musical dramas including (i) dramas
that tell stories and (ii) dramas that express
abstract ideas and
(3) mime performance including (i) imitation of movements
from nature, movements of animals, movements from the
city, and movements from occupational activities and
(ii) expression of emotions and musical feelings and
(4) creative dances concerning release of tension,
organization of movements, and creativity.
Independent Varible s
The independent variables were years of learning under the EEM
since it was assumed that if there was a relationship between the
music achievement and years of learning. Pupils of different years
received different instructional materials( refer to Appendix C)
with the same instructional method and models( refer to Appendix B).
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Dependent Variables
The instrument for measuring pupils' outcome and performance
were the observational scales and the pretest and post-test which
were developed specifically by the researcher for this research.
They are described as follows:
Records of observation
The researcher's observation and rating were used to measure
pupils' general performance in music. The pupils' behaviour and
feedback were described in the lesson plan and rated on the 10-point
scales. They are stated below.
Observation. In additional to the general datas of pupils and
the subject matters, the lesson plan( refer to Appendix D) was used
by the researcher to record his evaluation about the pupils' general
performance and suggested follow-up procedures. In the observation,
following points were noted down:( 1) to what extent pupils achieved
the subject matter( 2) the pupils' potential in imagination and
creativeness( 3) the pupils' degrees of involvement in activities
and/or( 4) the relationship and cooperation amonq pupils.
The 10-point scales. The researcher designed the 10-point
scales( refer to Appendix E) to stmunarize judgement of the pupils'
performance in music areas, such as music expression and performance,
movement exploration, imagination and creativeness, affective
domain, socialibility, and psycho-motor ability. In the scales,
satisfactory was the passing grade. Any grades below it were
considered failure any grades above it were considered pass.
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The Pretest and Post-test
The test with which the variables were accessed included six areas,
i.e. sound perception, music expression, movement exploration, speech
and singing, imagination and creativeness, affective domain,
socialibility, and psychomotor ability( refer to Appendix F). The
tests are described below.
Evaluation on Perception. The perception test was designed to
test the pupils' receptive abilities in perceiving rhythm, intensity,
pitch, texture, and tone quality. Pupils could listen to sounds,
touch the sides of instruments and feel the sound vibration, but were
not allowed to see the researchers' hands playing the instruments.
Briefly, the measures were as follows:( 1) on rhythm( 10 items)
( 2) on intensity( 10 items)( 3) on tone quality( 24 items)
( 4) on pitch( 10 items) and( 5 ) on texture( 10 items). This
section of the test occupied 40% of the total score and was sub-divided
into five areas. Each area had 8% and was scored by counting the
number of right answers each pupil had got.
Evaluation on Performance. The questions in the performance test
were devised to test pupils' abilities in music expression, movement
exploration, speech, and singing. This section of the test occupied
40% of the total score. The description of the test, behaviour
measured, the instrument for measuring it, and the scoring procedures
are described as follows:
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1. Music Expression. Five topics and sounds pictures were
reserved for testing pupils on expressing music with musical
instruments. Pupils chose one item from each group of questions.
This part of the test was measured by observing to what extent of
creativeness, imagination, performance technique, and enthusiasm of
participation pupils showed. The researcher accessed their performance
on the 10-point scales. Because 10% of the total score was allocated
to this part--5% on expressing themes and 5% on expressing sound
pictures, two points in the 10-point scales equaled to one mark.
2. movement Exploration. Five different items were designed to
test pupils on expressing themes with body movements. One item was
selected randomly to test them. The criteria in measuring this part
of the test were based on the extent of creativeness, imagination,
performance technique, enthusiasm of participation, and coordination
among limbs, hearing, sight, and the mind. By observation, the,
researcher accessed the pupils' performance on the 10-point scales.
Because 10% of the total score was allocated to this part, one point
in the 10-point scales equaled one mark.
3. Speech and Singing. A test was prepared to access the
subjects' ability in recitation and singing. The researcher judged
their ability by following criteria:( 1) the presentation of the
rhythmic flow, pitch level, intensity level, and duration of words
and( 2) the voice production, such as articulation, tone quality,
fluency, and breathing. Ten marks were given to this part. Five
marks were for the first criterion and another five marks for the
second one.
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Evaluation on Imaginative, Affective, Social, and Psycho-motor
Domains. Besides the evaluations on perception and performance,
measures in imaginative, affective, social, and psycho-motor domains
were taken into consideration. The measures are listed as follows:
( 1) evaluation on imagination including imagination and creativeness
( 2) evaluation on affective domain including enthusiasm of
participation( interest) and emotional steadiness( 3) evaluation
on socialibility including inter-personal relationship and cooperation
and( 4) evaluation on Psycho -motive ability including the
coordination of the body and mind, and the coordination of the body,
hearing, and sight. The researcher did not give pupils any specific
tests on these aspects. The grades were based on the pupils'
performance during the first and the last months of each academic
year. They were rated on the 10-point scales. Since 5% of the total
mark was allocated to each domain, 2.5o was granted to each sub-




The following is the specific order in which the steps of
conducting the study are stated:
1. Each pupil was given a pretest at the first month of the
academic year when he was in M.1. The test paper was scored and the
pupils' behaviour was rated on the 10-point scales. Then, the scores
and observations were filled in the Personal Music Learning Progress
Record Sheet( refer to Pppendix G).
2. During and after each area of teaching, each pupil's progress
was observed, evaluated and described in the Lesson Plan( refer to
Appendix D) for the researcher's reference. At the end of each
project, the researcher recorded the pupils' performance with the
cassette recorder. Based on these materials, the researcher laid out
facts, explained reasons, stated factors and discussed the conditions
concerning the results of the study.
3. Each pupil was offered a post-test at the last month of the
academic year when the study was to be concluded. The test paper was
scored and the pupils' performance were rated on the 10-point scales.
Then, the scores and observations were filled in the Personal Music
Learning Progress Record Sheet for data analysis.
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Data Analysis
The data analyses were done by IBM-3031 Computer, using SAS
package( refer to Appendix H). The data analyses that are
undertaken in this research are listed as follows:
1. The analysis of covariance was employed on the post-test
achievement scores aTrong the pupils of different years of learning
music through the motional-Expressive Method, using the results of
the pretest as covariates.
2. Factor analysis was employed to find out the pupils'
achievements in learning different aspects in music, such as the
perception of sound, music expression and performance, movement
exploration, speech, singing, creativeness, imagination, affective
domain, socialibility, and psycho-rotor ability.
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Chapter Three: Results
The results of this study came from two sources, i.e. the pretest
and post-test scores, and the record of observations made by the
researcher. They are described below.
Results on Post-test Scores
Table
Analysis of .Covariance on the Scores of M'usic' Achievement Among
Subjects of Different Years With the Pretest as the Covariante
Years N Variables Mean Scores Grouping1 F df P
4 13 9.29post-test A 26.51 4/51 .0001
3 9 7.84 B
2 12 7.36 B
1 18 6.54 C
4 13 5.17perception Air1A 18.54
.0001
3 9 4.45 B
2 12 4.53 B
1 18 4.40 B
4 13 music 0.74 A 71.65 4/51 .0001
3 9 0.46performance B
2 12 0.30 C
1 18 0.16 D
4 13 movement 0.70 A 94.44 4/51 10001
3 9 0.56 B
2 12 0.35 C
1 18 0.13 D
4 13 Speecr 0.36 A 73.25 4/51 .0001
3 9 0.31 B
2 12 0.25 C
1 18 0.14 D
Note.




Years N Variables Mean Scores Grouping F df P
4 13 singing 0.38 A 91.85 4/51
.0001
3 9 0.32 B
2 12 0.25 C
1 18 0.11 D
4 13 imagination 0.32 A 60.11 4/51 .00013 9 and 0.31 A
2 12 creativeness 0.18 B
1 18 0.07 C
4 13 affection 0.44 A 1.16 4/51 NS3 9 0.35 P
2 12 0.39 A
1 18 0.43 A
4 13 socialibility 0.42 A 0.08 4/51 NS3 9 0.36 A
2 12 0.38 A
1 18 0.43 A
4 13 0.35psycho-motor A 38.66 4/51
.0013 9 0.34 A
2 12 0.33 A
1 18 0.33 A
Table 2 shows that in the post-test, pupils of year three and two
were found to be in the homogeneous group. It was because:( 1) pupils
in year two behaved better and paid more attention in class than those
in year two( 2) they had higher achievement on all subjects,
including music, than those in year two and( 3) they had better
hearing than those in year two.
In perception, pupils in year three, two and one had similar mean
scores and pupils in year four attained the highest. Concerning the
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average degree of hearing loss, pupils in the lowest classes had the
best hearing ability and those in the highest classes had the worst
hearing ability. The degree of hearing loss, in fact, affected the
perceptional ability. It explained why pupils in year three, two,
and one were in the same group. The mean scores of perception show
that as pupils received more years of music instruction, they would
improve more on perception.
In imagination and creativeness, pupils of year three and four
were found in the homogeneous group. The imaginative ability and
creativity were greatly emphasized and such large-scale teaching
projects were free for pupils to design. After two years of music
learning, the pupils' imaginative power and creativeness were
developed and ready to take off. Their abilities were extended
immediately. The researcher observed that pupils of year three had
greater innate imaginative and creative potential than those in year
four. So that, pupils in year three could achieve scores in this area
close to those of year four.
From Table 2, the F-value shows that there were significant
differences in the mean scores of psycho-motor do main, but it was seen
that all the groups were homogeneous in the Duncan Multiple Range Test.
The reason for this is that the significant difference was due to the
covariate--psycho-motor I. In the DuncanMultiple Range Test, the
covariate was not taken into account. Therefore, it was found that
there were no significant difference in the mean scores of affective,
social, and psycho-motor domains among pupils of different years( for
the affective domain, F=1.16, df=4/51, and p<.3404 for socialibility,
F=0.08., df=4/51, and P<.9894 and for the psycho-motor ability,
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F=38.66, df-4/51, and p<.0001).
During instruction, the pupils emotion and interest might be
influenced by their characters and environment the sacialibility was
affected by factors other than music, such as their temperament and
competitive spirit leading to rivaly and even occasional disputes
and the motor ability was dominated by personal physical fitness,
health etc. Such situations could not be pre-supposed in advance.
The EEM was not designed to solve contradictory situations and did not
aim primarily at developing pupils' affection, socialibility and
psycho-motor ability in the process. It only provided a learning
situation, in which emotional steadiness, interest in participation,
cooperation, good inter-personal relationship, and coordination of the
body and mind were encouraged. After these variables were once
cultivated, pupils would keep them steadily and constantly. Therefore,
the progress might be so subtle that it was not noticeable. The EE2'1
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Note. 1 Originally there were seven factors.. This table cites only
three factors the other factors are considered less important to the
research.
From Table 3, it shows that there were three dimensions in the
variables, viz., emotion, expression, and perception. Factor 1, the
emotional dimension, covered affective and social domains, which had
been used in the teaching method to indicate pupils' emotional aspect.
So, pupils' emotional involvement in music activities was one of the
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important factors. It can be inferred that the emotion-oriented
approach in the EEM exerted positive influence on music learning
situation for the deaf.
Factor 2 concerns the expressive dimension. It covered speech,
singing, the imagination, creativeness, and performance of music and
movement, all of which had been used in the teaching method to indicate
pupils' expressive aspect. Next to the emotion-oriented approach, the
expression-oriented approach in the EEM was another important factor
in music instruction. The EEM emphasized teaching music to the deaf
through expression. The findings show that the expressive dimension
occupied a dominant position in the music learning of the deaf.
Factor 3, the perceptual dimension, covered the perception of
rhythm and psycho-motor ability. Pupils developed an ability in
perceiving and performing rhythm. It was a rhythmic motor coordination
which was one of the teachniques in the perception-oriented approach.
This approach exerted more influence on learning rhythm than on other
musical elements in instruction.
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Records of Observation
The behaviour of each group will be stated below. The
descriptions are classified by music areas( refer to the content of
the program in Chapter two and Appendix I for musical notations).
Exploration and Perception of Sound
In this area of learning, pupils aimed at discovering human,
environmental, and instrumental sounds.
1. Group One
Pupils explored human noises, noises around them in the classroom,
and instrumental sounds. After the activities, the following points
were recorded:
a. Pupils explored sounds with their mouths, hands, and feet.
They produced sounds with their mouths, such as laughing, speaking,'
singing, sighing, yelling, coughing, kissing, whistling etc. they
produced noises with hands, such as clapping, knocking, beating,
rubbing, tapping with finger-nails etc.. and they produced noises with
the feet, such as stamping, jumping, kicking, marching, running etc.
b. Pupils named the noises which they had heard on their way
back home from school, such as noises of pile-driving at construction
sites, vehicles on street, planes in the airport, ferries in the
harbour, human noises, sirens of police-cars, ambulances, and fire
engines.
c. Pupils made different sounds on the bass drum, Chinese tom-
tom, tam-tam, tambourine, wood-block, and chime bar. The methods of
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sound production included beating different parts of the instruments
with drum sticks or.ha_nds, rubbing instruments with drum sticks or
fingers, tapping instruments with finger-tips or nails, putting
instruments down lightly on the table etc. Pupils knew how to shake
the tambourine and how to change the timbre of the chime bar by
shutting the hole with the thumb.
d. Pupils used sticks, pens, metal bars, hands, or feet to tap
or abbress against chairs, tables, glass plates, boards, walls, or
the floor. Then, they organized the noises into a piece of musical
noise( refer to Sound Tape Example 1).
e. Pupils lowered their heads, kept absolutely silent and
listened to noises around them. They heard noises of an aeroplane flying
over, a chair crashing against the floor, a vehicle moving away. Two
pupils heard somebody laughing and someone outside the classroom
calling the researcher.
f. Pupils understood the relationship of hand movenents*and
sound vibration to intensity levels.
2. Group Two
Pupils explored noises at home, noises in the city, and
instrumental sounds. After the activities, the following points could
be noted:
a. Pupils could recognize recorded noises from TV, hi-fi, the
washing machine, and water tap.
b. Pupils produced different sounds on the glockenspiel, tenor
drum, marching drum, bongos, hand cymbals, paddle-mounted castanets,
hand castanets, and melodica. The methods in sound production were
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similar to what pupils did in group 1. Besides that, pupils held the
bongos close to their mouths and shouted at the hollow sound box,
stroke on a drum membrane with a drum stick while suppressing the
other membrane, played a glissando on the molodica, and crashed two
cymbals together with surface against surface, edge against edge,
and surface against edge.
c. Pupils chose instruments to imitate noises heard in the city.
To imitate engine propelling, they beat the bass drum quickly and
loudly with a soft mallet, stroke the wooden frame of a drum rapidly
and loudly with a wooden stick, or played the tenor drum in the rhythm
Moderato
like this
to imitate wave blustering, they
ff
beat the bass drum or tenor drum rapidly alternating crescendo and
decrescendo to imitate pile driving, they hit the tenor drum or
Chinese tom-tom slowly and loudly with a soft mallet and to imitate
a moving train, they shoke the paddle-mounted castanets strongly and
fast.
3. Group Three
Pupils explored noises made by animals and instrumental sounds.
After the activities, the following features were observed:
a. Pupils explored different sounds on the xylophone, timpani,
triangle, and piano. They made sounds in similar manner to the ways
exercised by pupils of group 1 and 2. Besides that, they pressed the
pedal of the xylophone down and put their fingers on the hole of the
pipe to alter the timbre.
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b. Pupils chose instruments to imitate noises of insects and
birds. To imitate insects chirping, they stroke the low register of
the xylophone or the wood-block softly and repeatedly to imitate
frogs croaking, they beat the Chinese tom-tom softly and irregularly
to imitate birds singing, they played few notes freely on the upper
register of the glockenspiel, xylophone, or melodica to imitate
birds whistling, they played a glissando on the glockenspiel, xylophone,
or melodica.
4. Group Four
Pupils explored noises from nature and instrumental sounds. When
the activities were over, the following notes were spotted:
a. Pupils experimented different sounds on the vibraphone,
sleigh bells, and organ in similar manners described in the previous
groups. They were interested in testing different stops on the organ
which was their the most favorite instruments.
b. Pupils selected instruments to imitate the noises from nature.
To imitate thundering, they stroke the bass drum, marching drum, tenor
drum, or timpani strongly and quickly with sudden accents to imitate
storm blustering, they beat on the bass drum, marching drum, or tenor
drum gently with a crescendo leading to accents, or beat those
instruments loudly and continuously to imitate wind blowing, they
stroke the bass drum or timpani gently with crescendo or decrescendo
in between, or played a glissando softly on the upper register of the
vibraphone, glockenspiel, organ, or melodica to imitate the rain, they
stroke evenly and gently on the xylophone, wood-block, bongos, Chinese
tom-tan, or triangle and to imitate water dripping, they hit slowly,
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softly and steadily on the xylophone, wood-block, and Chinese tom-tom.
Discovery and Acquisition of Musical Concepts and Sound Elements
In this area of learning, pupils aimed at exploring the rhythm,
intensity, pitch, texture, and tone quality of sound which will be
described below. Results on auditory training will be reported here
as well.
1. Rhythm
Pupils discovered different note values and rhythm.
a. Group one
Pupils learnt the crotchet, minim, quaver, and the equivalent
rests. During the exercises, the researcher found the following
features:
(1) Pupils noticed rhythm as' an intrinsic element of sound
and the relationship of the up-and-down hand movements to rhythm.
(2) It was easier for pupils to perceive rhythm played on
drums than on other instruments.
(3) Pupils exercised the crotchet, minim, and the equivalent
rests correctly. However, some pupils failed to stop long enough at
minim-rests. They were inclined to beat quavers a little bit faster,
especially when there were more than one quaver. When quavers were




Pupils learnt the semiquaver, semibreve, and the equivalent rests
During the exercises, the researcher noticed the following points:
(1) Watching the rocking movement of a metronome which was
set to J=30, J=60, or J=120, pupils played rhythmic phrases. They
played the rhythm a little behind the beat because they clapped the
rhythm after they had seen the movement. They failed to develop an
inner sense of constant rhythm.
(2) Pupils exercised semiquavers faster than they should be
with the last one the longest of all.
(3) Pupils classified notes as fast or slow. Those shorter
than the crotchet were slow those longer than the crotchet were fast.
(4) Some pupils had difficulty in perceiving groups of more
than five semiquavers. They would either miss some notes or mix
up vibration with notes. Many pupils. could not distinguish a rest and
the substaining semibreve. They usually confused the fading sound to
rests.
c. Group Three
Pupils learnt the demisemiquaver, dotted minim, dotted crotchet,
dotted semiquaver, and the equivalent rests. During the exercises,
the researcher observed the following features:
(1) Pupils counted the dotted minim correctly and understood
that it equaled a minim and a crotchet. But they failed to master
the dotted crotchet, dotted quaver, and the rests accurately and they
could not count the rhythms.
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(2) Pupils could beat quavers evenly within a beat. But,
when pupils beat a group of semiquavers or demisemiquavers followed by
a long note, they tended to pause between the last short note and the
long note.
(3) If phrases were played on drums, pupils could not perceive
groups of more than five semiquavers or demisemiquavers correctly. The
situation was worse if phrases were played on keyboard instruments.
d. Group Four
Pupils learnt to divide a beat equally into two notes or more and
revised all rhythms. During the exercises, the researcher noted the
following points:
(1) Pupils could not play more than five notes in a beat
evenly. Most pupils frustrated and finished the rhythms faster than
the original speed.
(2) Pupils exercised most' rhythms correctly. They* could
hear precisely if there were less than six notes in a beat of Moderato.
(3) When pupils beat a group of short notes followed by a
longer one, they counted all of them as a group and beat them together,
thus, improving the accuracy of the note value. They nodded once to
help them to count dotted notes. This method helped them in counting





Pupils explored and distinguished between piano and forte.
During the exercises, the researcher found the following features:
(1) Pupils could distinctively make loud and soft noises by
clapping hands, stamping feet or beating instruments.
(2) Pupils could imitate the intensity closely matching the
original one and a loud or low sound was easier for them to copy than
a quiet or high one.
b. Group Two
Pupils learnt crescendo and decrescendo. During the exercises,
the researcher noticed the following points:
(1) Pupils could recognize and make a sound with crescendo or
decrescendo. Few pupils could even perceive very quiet organ sounds.
(2) To imitate the intensity of a given sound, pupils had to
-test the sound few times before they could reproduce it with the
right dynamics.. They showed great interest in this activity.
c. Group Three
Pupils explored and distinguished intensity which was divided into
pp, p, f, and ff. During the exercises, the researcher observed the
following points:
(1) According to pupils' own hearing level, they could
differentiate and produce a sound of pp, p, f, and ff. All pupils could




Pupils explored and distinguished intensity which was divided
into ppp, Pp, P, mf, f, ff, and fff. During the exercises, the
researcher noted the following points:
(1) Pupils could not distinguish and memorize all the gradings
of intensity. To most pupils, ppp was very soft p soft f loud and
fff very loud. However, they categorized pp either as ppp or p, and
ff as f or fff.
(2) All pupils could imitate the intensity of a given sound
close to the original one on instruments.
(3) Intensity was the easiest concept of all for pupils to
acquire.
3. Tone Quality
Pupils explored the tone quality on musical instruments and
objects and felt the effect aroused by those sounds.
a. Group one
During the exercises, the researcher found the following features:
(1) Pupils noticed that striking glass and thin iron boards
generated high pitches desks, chairs, the blackbord, and the floor
produced low pitches and solid materials generated lower pitches
than less solid ones.
(2) Pupils observed different instruments had different timbre.
They referred the sound of the bass drum to noises of thunder,
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explosion, pile-driving and slamming the door the Chinese tom-tom to
exploding a balloon, stamping the floor, hampering boards, and
knocking on the door the tam-tam to fire-work explosion and surprise,
the wood-block to striking the temple-block, beating chopsticks
against each other, and dancing rhythm the chime bar to breeze and
rain tambourine tapping to clapping hands and dancing rhythm and the
shaking tambourine to ringing the electric bell, leaves falling, and
flying.
(3) Few pupils could distinguish sounds of beating the bass
drum, Chinese tom-tom, tambourine, and wooden things. most of them
failed to discriminate noises produced from beating the blackboard,
desk, table, and floor.
b. Group Two
During the exercises, the researcher noticed the following points:
(1) Pupils created different timbre on instruments. They
referred the sound of the tenor drum and marching drum to thundering,
pile-driving, banging the door, and the moving carriage of the Mass
Transit Subway the glockenspiel to a bell ringing, the chime bar,
the organ and skating and the hand castenets or paddle mounted
castanets to typing, fire-crackers exploding, and excitement.
(2) Pupils made sounds of a warm or cool tone colour. To
them, a warm tone was low and tense a cool one was high and
"loose".
(3) Pupils could not distinguish between the sound of striking
the wood-block and hand castanets especially when they were struck fast.
Most pupils recalled more than 70% of the recorded noises at hone and
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in the city but they had difficulty identifying the noise of flushing
water and the noise made by the refrigerator.
C. Group Three
During the exercises, the researcher observed the following
points:
(1) Pupils created different timbre on instrLunents. They
referred the sound of the xylophone to the wind and terror the timpani
to explosion, thunder, gun-fighting, and anger the triangle to an
angel pointing with the magic stick, a bell ringing, and stirring
water.
(2) Pupils explored sounds of penetrating or subtle timbre.
To them, a penetrating tone, which would be made on the glockenspiel,
vibraphone, and triangle, was high a subtle one, which might be
produced on drums, the meladica and xylophone, was low.
(3) Pupils named sounds of creatures. To them, the noise
of a frog was like hammering the bongos an elephant was like
-pronouncing/.)/, a tiger or a lion was like pronouncing /au/ and
sea-birds was like whistling. They imitated noises of creatures with
instruments. To imitate a horse galloping, they beat the Chinese tom-
tom loudly and quickly to imitate a snake sizzling, they rubbed the
edge of the Chinese tom-tom to imitate a sea-bird whistling, they beat
a few notes on the higher register of the glockenspiel and vibraphone
and to imitate an insect chirping, they stroke the wood block softly
and quickly.
(4) Recorded noises of horses, pigs, sheep, cattle, dogs,
cats, snakes, frogs, sea-birds, and insects were played to pupils.
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Most pupils had 70% correct answers. The noises most pupils failed
to recognize were noises of cattle, snakes, and sheep.
d. Group Four
During the exercises, the researcher noted the following things:
(1) Pupils created different timbre on instruments. They
referred the sound of the vibraphone to the wind, river, drifting,
kite-flying, distant and obscurred objects, terror, and mystery the
sleigh bell to the wind, a belling ringing, and happiness.
(2) Pupils created sounds of different mood. To them,
happy music was fast, loud, and fluctuating in pitch
sad music
was static and soft lively music was vivid, very fast and
fluctating in loudness hopeful music was bright, intense and
loud and discouraging music was low, subtle and dying.
(3) Pupils usually mixed up the sound of the vibraphone and
glockenspiel the timpani, bass drtzn, tenor dean, and marching drum
the melodica and organ and shaking the sleigh bell and tambourine.
But, all pupils could identify whether the sound was produced from
membrane instruments, wooden instruments, keyboard instruments, or
metallic instruments.
(4) Sound effects of thundering, raining, storm, wave rushing
against stones, and wind were played to pupils. They could identify




Pupils examined pitch on musical instruments and objects, and
discovered the relationship of pitch to materials of things.
a. Group One
During the exercises, the researcher found the following features:
(1) Pupils understood the concept in pitch,could discriminate
the pitch of chime bars which were more than three octaves apart and
noticed that the longer the bar, the higher the pitch was. They
pointed out the noise of glass was higher than that of a table the
blackboard higher than a wall and an iron board higher than a desk.
(2) All pupils could sing two tones, one of which was higher
than the other with a or it u They knew how to change the shape
of the mouth to alter the pitch.
b. Group Two
During the exercises, the researcher noted the following points:
(1) Pupils could arrange the chime bars in order because they
knew the relationship of pitch to the length of the bars.
(2) Pupils could discriminate two successive notes which were
two to three octaves apart. If the note was low, they identified it
definitely if the note was high, they received a faint auditory
signal and guessed it might be a high one.
(3) Pupils failed to sing notes in tune. Most of them sang
notes more than one to two octaves lower than the demonstrated ones.
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c. Group Three
During the exercises, the researcher observed the following
things:
(1) Half of pupils could distinguish three successive notes
with intervals more than an octave.
(2) Pupils could not search notes on the xylophone,
glockenspiel, chime bars, or melodica after they had listened to the
exact notes on the organ. Two pupils found the notes about a major
third apart from the original ones. No pupils could tune the timpani
after they had perceived the same notes on the organ.
(3) Pupils failed to sing any notes in tune. Most pupils
could not reach notes above E5( refer to Appendix J).
d. Group Four
During the exercises, the researcher noted that!
(1) When the researcher played three successive notes as close
as seconds, less than half of the pupils noticed the pitch differences.
Nast of them heard them as unisons. They commonly had difficulty
distinguishing notes if their intervals were a fourth, fifth or an
octave. They mixed these intervals up with unisons. The easiest
pitch intervals within an octave for pupils to discriminate were
sixths and sevenths.
(2) The researcher played a note on the organ and pupils had
to find it on the chime bar, xylophone, glockenspiel, melodica, or
vibraphone. No pupil succeeded. Three pupils were able to find notes
as close as a minor third away from the demonstrated one. All pupils
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failed to identify the demonstrated note while the researcher was
playing a phrase with that note mixed in it. 1 breover, they could not
tune the timpani after they had perceived the same notes on the organ.
(3) Pupils could not sing any notes in tune. Four pupils
imitated the pitch as close as a perfect fourth from the demonstrated
notes.
5. Texture
Pupil explored the texture and sonority of tones.
a. Group One
During the exercises, pupils found the following features:
(1) Pupils played any two notes which were more than three
octaves apart on the organ. They referred the lower notes on the
lower manual to the horn of a train, or noises of a moving subway:
and they referred the middle notes on the upper manual to noises
of a plane taking off, an elevator rising or singing. To pupils,
was like pronouncing
was like pronouncing
(2) Pupils combined sounds of drums and the tam-tam to create
sounds of thick texture and used the wood-block and chime bars to
organize sounds of a thin texture. To them, sounds of thick texture
had to be produced loudly with many instruments, and sounds of thin
texture had to be produced softly with less instruments.
Note. 1 The phonetic symbols are based on Wong, S.L. A Chinese
llabary Pronounced According to the Dialect of Canton( 3rd ed.).
Hong Kong: China Book Store Co. Ltd., 1980.
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(3) If two notes were played simultaneously on the organ or
chime bars, few pupils identified the number of notes and most of them
heard only the lower one. If two notes were played separately, though
fast, all pupils heard them.
b. Group Two
During the exercises, the researcher noticed the following points:
(1) Pupils played any three notes which were two to three
octaves apart on the organ. They referred higher tones on the upper
manual to a bell ringing and a baby crying, and referred lower tones
on the lower manual to the engine roaring of the refrigerator and of
the ferry. To them,
was like
was like ( /ham/. which meant to, cry).
(2) To produce clusters of a close texture, pupils played
many notes of short intervals to produce chords of a sparse texture,
they played less notes which were further apart.
(3) If three notes were played simultaneously on the organ
or glockenspiel, no evidence was found that pupils could positively
get the right answer. If three separate notes were played quickly,
all pupils heard them.
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c. Group Three
During the exercises, the researcher observed the following
features:
(1) Pupils played four notes greater than an octave, but
within two octaves on the organ. They referred the middle notes on
the lower manual to noises of a moving vehicle and the Mass Transit
Railway they referred the higher notes on the upper manual to noises
of raining, wind blowing, and a soprano singing a classical song. To
them,
was like pronouncing
(2) Pupils organized chords or clusters with at least two
instruments to show a tense or relaxing tone. They emphasized
on combinations of instruments and ignored the sonority of sounds. To
them, the combinations of the tam-tam and bass drum, glockenspiel and
triangle, bongos and xylophone, or Chinese tom-tam and wood block
might produce a tense tone the combinations of the marching drum and
wood-block, bass drum and vibraphone, melodica and vibraphone, or tenor
drum and glockenspiel might produce a relaxing tone. A tense tone was
loud and firm which was sounded by holding the beater tightly and
beating the instrument heavily a relaxing sound was quiet and gentle
which was done by holding the beater loosely and beating the instrument
lightly.
(3) No evidence showed that pupils could identify four notes
which were played simultaneously on the organ or glockenspiel. They
could identify the exact number of notes if they were played separately.
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d. Group Four
During the exercises, the researcher noted the following points:
(1) Pupils played five notes which were less than an octave
on the organ. They referred the lower notes on the lower manual to
noises of a tram, a steam-boat, or a tank moving they referred the
lower notes on the upper manual to noises of thundering, a helicopter
or a lift moving up. To then was like the noise of a
bell ringing.
(2) Pupils organized chords or clusters with at least three
instruments to express brillance or firmness. They noticed the
combination of instruments and neglected the sonority of sounds. To
produce a sound of brillance, they combined sounds of the glockenspiel,
wood-block, and triangle the vibraphone, Chinese tom-tom, and chime
bar the wood-block, glockenspiel, sleight bells and triangle or the
timpani, vibraphone, glockenspiel, and shaking the tambourine. To
produce a sound of firmness, they combined sounds of the timpani,
Chinese tom-tom, and wood-block the melodica, xylophone, and bass drum
the bass drum, timpani, Chinese tom-tom, and tenor drum or the
tambourine, wood-block, bass drum, and melodica.
(3) Pupils could not identify five notes which were played
simultaneously on the organ, glockenspiel, vibraphone, piano, or




This area of learning aimed at improving pupils' breathing, vocal
and singing techniques and the rhythm, pitch and intensity of songs
and speech.
1. Group One
Pupils learnt basic techniques in speech and singing, such as
breathing, voice training, and recitation. During the activities,
the following things were noticed:
a. To iriprove tone production, pupils did well in training
exercises, such as blowing feathers, vocal playing, and voice echoing.
But, they failed to use them in speech and singing in a natural way.
b. Pupils played call and response games. The conversations

















(I'm sorry) (never mind)
(question) (answer)







Pupils said the conversations in the correct rhythm, intensity
and timing. Eleven pupils say the dialogues comprehrnsible to
ordinary people.
C.Pupils tried to find the pitches of their names on the organ
and Sang them. Here are some examples by the pupils:
Andante Andante Andante
(1) (2) (3)




你 是 誰 ？ 我 是
唔 該 你
唔 駛 唔 該







(Law Siu Har) (Yip Yee Wan)
Pupils had great interest in singing their names. They noticed
that names could match musical tones. They recitated with correct
intonation, following the tones on the organ. Three pupils could say
them in the similar tone on their own without the organ accompaniment.
2. Group Two
Pupils extended more experience on pitch, rhythm, and intonation
of words or sentences so as to improve the quality of recitation and
singing. During the activities, the following points were noted:
a. Pupils made simple sentences and tried to sing some of the
words in tune. The selected words consisted of only a vowel and a




他 是 我 的 爸 爸 。
/ba/ ba/
(He is my father.)
Note. 1 The notation shows that the word is recited in the indicated












我 有 一 朵 花 佢 喺 我 嘅 哥 哥 。
/fa/ /go/go/
(I have a flower.) (He is my brother.)
Pupils improved the intonation of words by singing the words in
the pitches as shown above. After few practices, some pupils could
sing the pitched words in the tone close to the indicated pitches.
They developed great interest in combining recitation and singing in
one sentence.
b. Pupils made simple dialogues. They are recorded below with
musical notations.
Moderato(1)
(question) 佢 喺 做 聾 學 校 讀 者?(answer)
(where do you study?) (I study at M.L.S.D.)
Moderato1(2)
f
你 有 幾 多 歲(question) (answer)
(How old are you?) (I'm thirteen years old.)
4 4
f
我 有 十 二 歲





你 讀 幾 年 班 (answer)(question)




我 叫你 叫 乜 嘢 名 ？ (answer)I(question,
(What is your name?) (I am so and so.)
Moderato1(5)
f
你 有 幾 多 錢
(answer) 我有斗零((question)
(I have 5.)(How much money have you?)
Pupils said the above conversations which were ccrehensible to
the researcher1 and themselves. When a pupil asked another pupil in a
certain rhythm, loudness, and accentuation, the one addressed answered
with the same or a very similar way. That showed they received accurate
messages from each other and mixed the rhythm, accentuation, and
intensity into their own speech.
Note. 1 The researcher communicates with the deaf very often. It is
easier for the researcher or teachers for the deaf to understand deaf
pupils' speech. So, the speeches which are comprehensible to the




In addition to recitation and singing, pupils explored further on
the pitch of words so as to improve their concept on intonation of
speech and on pitch of melodies. During the activities, the
following things were observed:
a. Pupils made simple sentences to describe their daily routine
work or made conversations related to their daily lives. Three stages
of progress were observed and described as below.
(1) Pupils made sentences in which they examined the







(Brother has come back.) (How is the weather?)
(2) Pupils made sentences in which they notated the pitches
specifically on staves. The sentences with intensity and pitch level
markings are quoted below.






(I like music.) Mother does (Theteacher (I like music.)
housework.) teaches us.)
(3) A pupil made a sentence after which the class notated the











Some pupils spoke those sentences comprehensible to ordinary
people. All pupils could say them in ordinary loudness and rhythm.
They had improved the intonation after few practices. Most pupils
could sing the last sentence almost in the same pitches as notated.
The researcher found this method of improving pupils' tonal inflexion
and pitch quite successful.
4. Group Four
Pupils learnt to recite passages in a singing manner. During the
activities, the following points were noticed:
a. Pupils were given a passage entitled the Rainl in which
pupils examined phrasing, intonation, dynamics, rhythm, and




f p f p f
I (A small rainfall beautifies the pastoral and woodland. A heavy rainfall)
Note. 1 The Pain is a passage quoted from Chinese Language J Text
Book (9th album). Education Publishing Co. Ltd., 1978.
哥 哥 吃 飯
雨
雨 一 滴 滴 落 下 來 潤 澤 了 田 園 潤 澤 了 山 林 一 場 豪 雨
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f ff p
(cleans the earth, wipes out dirt and sin in the world.)
To dramatize the passage, the researcher helped pupils to emphasize
the rhythm and intensity variation and add stress and tension into it.
They recited with good intensity flow and intonation. The text they
recited was comprehensible to the researcher and pupils themselves
except the last sentence which was unclear in articulation. Pupils
succeeded in creating tension and arousing emotion while they were
reciting the passage.
b. Pupils made a passage which described the view at night.
Pupils examined phrasing, intonation, dynamics, rhythm, and
articulation. The version is given below.
Andante
( Stars )
p mp mp mf
(Twinkling little stars
are silent nights.
We turned back and saw a full moon
which was like the face of)
mf
f f mf pp
(a sleeping beauty. We hoped that the light moonlight didn't cover
the bright starlight.)














的 橙 光 ，























點 點 明 星
Pupils expressed the title well. The passage had a special
feature that there were lots of adjectives made of two identical
words, i.e. 閃閃 ( twinkling), 默默 ( silent), 圓圓 ( round), and
liaht). These words polished the passage well. The rhythm淡 淡
followed the natural speech rhythm which enabled pupils to recite
the passage easily and well together. After a few practices, pupils
achieved all aspects except articulation. Thw words which the pupils
recited were not all ccrehensible to the researcher. The researcher
had to get hints from phrasing, rhythmic flows, and intonations in
order to understand what they were reciting.
Music Expression and Performance
In this field of learning, the aim was developing pupils'
potential in music imagination, creativity, and performance.
1. Group One
Pupils organized music with human noises and instrumental sounds.
In the activities, the researcher observed the following things:
a. Pupils made noises by hammering objects in the classroom.
Then, they arranged these noises into a piece of musical noise
( refer to Sound Tape Exan-ple 1). Although the music was not well-
organized, it was not confusing.
b. Pupils used instruments to express a play, called a sad
girl. The story was about a lonely, sad girl, who later made
friends with someone and did not feel sad any more. Pupils composed a
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Andante
for the tenor drum to describeetcconstant rhythm, i.e.
mf
the girl walking alone. The motif was developed and played on the
bongos to describe the girl sitting down, reading and talking with
new acquiantances. Pupils used the opening motif to describe the
actors leaving the park. The music(refer to Sound Tape Example 2)
had a sad and subtle atmsphere which unified the entire piece. The
tenor dr m, tambourine, bongos, and paddle-mounted castanets were
used. Pupils used fewer instruments to represent fewer actors on
tranquillity, and more instruments far more actors or exciting scene.
(c) Pupils used tambourines and the Chinese tan-tam to perforn
a piece of music( refer to Sound Tape Example 3) which was
organized and conducted by pupils. Tambourines were used to play a
Andante
and the first noterhythmic motif like this:
mf
accompanied by a drum roll on the Chinese tom-tom during repetitions.
The researcher led pupils to organize the music into a three part
form, in which, the third section resembled the first. The second
section was free for pupils to improvize. In the performance,
making the accurate beat on the correct time was the most difficult
task for the pupils. There were lots of clashes because pupils
performed the music chaotically.
(d) The researcher helped pupils to organize a simple melody
which was extended to form a piece of music in a three-part form
( refer to Sound Tape Example 4). Pupils played the music on chime
bars. Vile they were playing the music, they cooperated well, but
there were lots of clashes in the music. They found difficulty in
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in playing the notes on exact beats because some pupils could hardly
hear the hiqh tones of chime bars.
2. Group Two
Pupils were directed to develop further their genuous ability of
music imagination and expression. During the activities, the
researcher noticed the following things:
a. Pupils ccmposed a dance-like music( refer to Sound Tape
Example 5). The rhythmic motif had the opening like this:
Allegro
etc They improvised it while they
ff
were playing the music. They employed the Chinese tom-tom and
bongos. The music sounded primitive, lively and energetic.
b. Pupils composed music to express "the Happiness of Farmers
After Harvest It"( refer to Sound Tape Example 6). Pupils composed
Allegro
a rhythmic motif, i.e which they improvised in the
ff
course of playing the music. They played the music with their inner
sense of rhythm, following the dance. They used the tenor drum,
tambourine, and triangle, among which, the tenor drum had the
dominant position. It created a tense feeling. Tambourine followed
the drum and created a different tone colour. The music was well
organized, unified and movemental.
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Moderato
c. Pupils composed a rhythmic Motif, i.e. The
ff
motif was played on four instruments. The first note was played by
shaking the tambourine the second one by the Chinese tom-tan the
third one by the hand castanets and the last one by the
hand cymbal. The motif was then improvised to the following phrases:
Moderato
'ff 'ff 'ff 'ffff
etc. and etc
Pupils used the tambourine, Chinese tom-tom, hand cymbals,
and hand castanets in various combinations to create
different timbre. The music( refer to Sound Tape Example 7 started
with a simple rhythm, grew to a louder and fuller extent, and eventually
ended in a triumphant sound.
3. Group Three
Pupils aimed at designing and performing large scale musical work.
The following is a record of music performance:
a. Having performed a dance entitled Sailing in the Storm",
pupils composed music( refer to Sound Tape Example 8) to describe the
dance. They used the glockenspiel, xylophone, vibraphone, tenor drum,
bass drum, triangle, paddle mounted castanets,, two me lodica s, a pair of
timpani, and a cassette recorder playing sound effects of waves and
sea-gulls. Among these instruments they had not learnt the vibraphone
before. It was allowed to be used because pupils thought it suited
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the mus is.
Pupils cc nposed the music in the following gays:( 1) by imitating
noises, i.e. the drum rolls on the timpani, and the bass drum, the
glissando on the glockenspiel, and the broken chords on the vibraphone
imitating waves, and the free improvisation on the timpani, tenor drum,
and bass drum imitating thunders and storms( 2) by creating
atmosphere, i.e. the wavy effect on the vibraphone creating a peaceful
background and the steady rhythm in the codetta resolving the whole
music in tranquallity( 3) expressing abstract ideas, i.e. the
first theme on the melodica I and melodica II describing fishermen
sailing peacefully off-shore, and the overlapping second theme on the
glockenspiel, xylophone, and melodica I symbolizing the storm
approaching.
Pupils performed the music well. They succeeded in developing an
inner sense of rhythm and tempo. As they performed, they
imagined that they were fishermen at sea. The performers were placed
in a semi-circle and the-conductor sat in front of them so that they
could hear and watch each other. They understood their parts and
noticed what others did as well.
After this activity, pupils gained confidence in doing large-
scale projects. They understood that they could really learn and
perform music which they thought previously was a subject only for
normal-hearing pupils.
4. Group Four
Pupils continue to design and perform large-scale musical work in
a different style. The following is the record of music performance:
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a. While pupils were in M.3L, they found a story, i.e. the
Adventures of Pinocchio. Having acted the play, they composed and
performed the music( refer to Sound Tape Example 9). The music had
five parts, i.e.( 1) the introduction( 2) the carpenter creates
Pinocchio( 3) an angel gives Pinocchio life( 4) the naughty
Pinocchio plays around and( 5) the coda. The instruments they used
included the glockenspiel, xylophone, vibraphone, timpani, tenor drum,
bass drum, triangle, tambourine, Chinese tom-tom, two melodicas,
sleigh bells, and paddle mounted castanets. Among these instruments,
pupils had not learnt the vibraphone and sleigh bells before.
Like the pupils of group 2, this group of pupils organized music
in the similar ways, i.e. by imitating noises and actors' movements,
by creating atmosphere, and by expressing abstract ideas. Pupils were
extremely interested in this project. They paid full attention and
cooperated well. The performance was successful( Refer to Appendix
K for the other judge's cents).
b. When pupils were in M.3U, they expressed a descriptive music
entitled Music in the Forest( refer to Sound Tape Example 10).
They imagined that they camped and enjoyed life in the forest. The
music, which described a day in the forest, was in three sections,
i. e.( 1) in the morning( 2) in the afternoon and( 3) in the
evening. They used the glockenspiel, vibraphone, xylophone, timpani,
tenor drum, marching drum, bass drum, bongos, tambourine, tam-tam,
wood-block, melodica, and sound effects of birds and insects.
Pupils used similar techniques to compose except this time, they
made use of dance rhythm to symbolize primitiveness. The performance
took much cooperation and attention among pupils because melodies
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shifted from parts to parts and there were individual and group
improvisations. Pupils performed well and they developed confidence
of doing things and sense of achievement( refer to Appendix L for
other judge's cents). After the performance, pupils liked music
so much that they hoped to play musical instruments as their future
job.
Performance of Rhythmic movements, Dances, and Dramas
In this area of learning, the aim was developing pupils' psycho-
motor abilities and the concept of space through ntvexr nts.
1. Group One
Pupils explored body movements and acted in a single play. `During
the activities, the following things were observed:
a. Pupils noticed the relationship of sound to movements. They
understood that the faster the movement, the quicker the sound the
harder the movement, the stronger the sound and vice versa.
b. Pupils jumped to the rhythm of drum beats by another pupil.
Some pupils jumped a little bit later than the drum beats because they
started to jump after they had seen and heard the drum beats. They
failed to develop an inner sense of rhythm.
c. Pupils did the leader-oriented dance. Instead of dancing,
pupils moved. The movements included hand signing, writing, walking,
stamping feet, etc. They treated the activity as a funny game.
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d. Pupils devised movements to describe sounds of musical
instruments. To describe the sound of the bass drum, they held the
fist and pretended to fight, stamped the foot or kicked to describe
bass drum, they shook hands or moved the hand sideward to describe
the tam-tam, they fought with the Chinese Kung Fu', and to
describe the wood-block, they knocked the desk or pretended to worship
Buddhism.
e. Pupils made up a story to describe a sad girl and re-organized
it into a play. The story was about a girl walking along in the park.
She sat down on a bench. A boy and a girl came and talked to her.
They became friends and the girl was not lonely and sad any more.
Pupils acted seriously and expressed the theme well. They explained
the girl being sad by saying she was lonely because deaf pupils
always linked loneliness and sadness together.
2. Group Two
Pupils organized simple rhythmic movements, dances and dramas. In
the activities, the researcher noted the following points:
a. Pupils devised movements to describe sounds of various
instruments. To describe the sound of the glockenspiel, they skipped,
skated or pretended to fly to describe the bongos, they jumped, hit
a chair or walked like an elephant to describe the paddle mounted
castanets,, they pretended to ring a bell, waved hands or ran and to
describe the melodica, they danced, blew or whistled.
b. After pupils had composed a dance-like music, they devised a
dance. They imitated steps in folk dances and moved to tenor drum beats,
Note. 1 Kung Fu is a slang for the Chinese marital art.
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Their steps matched well with the beats. Performers and dancers could
adjust the beats to each other.
c. Pupils made up a drama entitled the Happiness After
Harvest. It described some farmers who reared cattle, harvested
crops happily and then celebrated a good harvest. The drama ended up
in happiness of celebration which matched the trimphant ending of the
music. Pupils moved lightly at the beginning. As the music progressed,
they became more active and moved happily in a lively r.anner.
Finally, they drank wildly to finish the play. The setting of the play
matched the music well. This was the main thing which they did best.
3. Group Three
Pupils organized rhythmic movements, dances, and plays in a more
extended form. During the activities, the following points were
noticed:
a. Pupils devised movement patterns to describe contrasting
sounds of musical instruments. To describe the sound of the timpani
vs. that of the wood-block, one pupil fought like Bruce Lee' vs.
another one moving like Tai Chi2 to describe the xylophone vs.
the hand castanets, one walked on tip-toe vs. another one dancing and
to describe the bass drum vs. the triangle, one sat on a chair heavily
vs. another one running lightly.
Note. 1 Bruce Lee was a famous Chinese Kung Fu actor whom many
youngsters admired and imitated.
2 Tai Chi is one of the Chinese martial arts. It is
charactized by its slow movements. It is also known as shadow boxing.
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b. Pupils made up a story and organized it to a dance
entitled Sailing in the Storm. It was about scene fisherman
struggling against the storm. To devise the dance, pupils used the
following technique:( 1) Pupils danced symbollically, using no props.
They used movements to symbolize sailing, mending nets, fishing,
struggling against the storm, and rescuing a drowning fisherman.
( 2) Pupils used emotion to express the story. At the beginning,
they smiled and showed a hopeful expression on their faces. During
the storm, they -became excited, frightened or brave. After the storm,
they were exhausted but with joy. The dance, which was accompanied
with music, was performed well. Pupils cooperated well all through
making up the story to the performance. The researcher was amazed by
the pupils' strong imaginative power.
4. Group Four
Pupils were too occupied by open music competitions that they had




The findings in this study led to the following conclusions:
1. Under the EEM, pupils who received four years, three, and two
years of music instruction had significantly higher music achievement
in the post-test than those who received fewer years of music
instruction. There was no difference in music achievement in the post-
test between pupils in years three and two however the mean of post-
test scores of pupils in year three was still higher than that of
pupils in year two.
2. Pupils who received four years of music instruction under
the EEM had the highest achievement scores in every area of music
learning than pupils of years three, two, and one.
3. Pupils who received four years, three years, and two years
of instruction on music performance, movement, speech, and singing had
significantly higher music achievement than those who received the
instruction for three years, two years, and one year respectively.
However, there were no significant differences in affection,
socialibility, and psychomotor among pupils of different years.
4. From records of observation, pupils demonstrated greater
gains in the imagination, expression, performance of-music and
movements, and discovery and acquisition of music concepts zind-..
sound elements than in speech, singing, and.the exploration and
perception of sound..
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Interpretation and Theory Formulation
The findings and records of observation lead support to the
contention that the EEM gains greater success in educating the deaf on
the imagination, creativeness, expression of music and r.ovement, and
discovery and acquisition of music concepts and sound elements'amon' g all
aspects of music learning. It is impossible to determine the. extent to
which pupils'benefit on the perception of sound, speech and singing
since pupils' hearing loss, speaking ability, and academic achievement
are also likely to have some effect on the instruction.
With the EEM, the deaf can positively receive music education.
The results of this study are backed up indirectly' by' the
findings of earlier investigations on music education, psychology,
and neurology. So, following theories are attempted to be formulated:
Music potentiality is innate in the deaf. Seashore( 1967 has
discovered that the sense of pitch, time, intensity, and timbre are
largely inborn. Training and maturing can greatly increase the
functional scope of these capacities. Fridman (.1973) has suggested
that the first cry of the newborn is the generator of musicality,
movement, and musical rhythm. A child must be musically nourished
from birth. Pratt( 1977) states that musicality is plansibly
polygenically inherited with genetical basis of qualities. Intensive
practice and learning enable one to develop one's full potential, but
the limit is fixed by one's genetical endowment. Wertheim( 1977)
has concluded that music perception and performance are inborn
capacities of the human brain. Such ability is common among human
beings and is independant of education or culture which can refine it.
These investigations, in conjunction with the results of this study,
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support the view that music potentiality is innate in the deaf. That
the deaf possess music potentiality explains partly why the deaf can
receive music education.
The deaf tend to perceive music and express themselves with
music emotionally. The EEM makes use of deaf pupils' emotion and
expressive potentiality as a means of music instruction. Wertheim
( 1969) shows that musical function is a psychological reaction. It
relies partly on the aptitude to convert musical perception into
emotional content. Harrer Harrer( 1977) have mentioned that music
is created with emotion which causes autonomic response. The emotional
development further depends on the autonomic reactivity, emotional
reactivity, and attitude towards music. Levi( 1978) has concluded
that emotion attributes to both musical expressive qualities and music
perception. Expression of emotion, which is a psychological
counterpart of dynamical processes, is an integral part of the
elementary processes of perception. The observations of this research
are consistent with the above mentioned studies. They lead us to
infer that deaf children tend to perceive music and express themselves
with music emotionally.
Every deaf child has the Total Perception Ability. The EEM has
to make use of deaf children's perception characteristics. Here,
perception refers to two aspects, i.e. the perceptional means and the
perceptional impression. Firstly, to compensate for hearing loss, deaf
children tend to perceive music and movement through multi-sensory
modalities. A variety of investigations have mentioned that the deaf
perceive music by auditory, visual, and tactile means( Bland, 1962
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Austin, 1964 Fahey & Birkenshaw, 1972 McDermott, 1971 Brick, 1975
Stern, 1975 Folts, 1979 Bang, 1980 etc.). Some educators point out
kinesthetic is another important input for the deaf to perceive music
Austin, 1964 McDerrrott, 1971 Fahey & Birkenshaw, 1972 Bang, 1980
etc.). So, various possible channels are in use when the deaf
perceive music and movement completely.
Secondly, deaf children are inclined to perceive music and
movement holistically. The right hemisphere of the deaf has a
propensity for holistic processing, especially of visual, spatial,
and nonverbal information( Gazzaniga, 1967 Sperry, 1974). Similar
researches( Ornstein, 1972 Fincher, 1976) have shown that the right
hemisphere is more holistic and relational. Galin( 1976) notes that
the right hemisphere is very good at dealing with novel complex
spatial and musical patterns( p. 70). Kelly and Tomlinson-Keasey
( 1977) has testified that the deaf exhibit a right hemisphere
superiority for processing information and they are inclined to
perceive message as a gestalt. The observations in this study, which
are consistent with the above studies, show that every deaf child,
whether he is aware of it or not, has the Total Perception Ability.
It enables him to receive holistic message from environment through
all possible sensory modalities.
The deaf possess the music Expression -Acquisition Device. By
means of the overall results, it is attempted to speculate further
that the deaf( as well as normal-hearing people) are likely to
possess the Music Expression-Acquisition Device inherent in their
brains. H.J. Ustvedt, T.H. Wiesenbury, K. McBride, and J.H. Nielsen
have admitted that there is a cerebral dominance for musical function
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( Damasio Damasio, 1977). Milner( 1962) discovers that the right
hemisphere is overwhelmingly concerned with musical ability. Regelski
( 1977) concludes that the right hemisphere is responsible for music,
music behaviour, and music processing of stimulus input. Kelly and
Tomlinson-Keasey( 1977) find out that the deaf demonstrate a lateral
specialization of hemispheres. Their findings clearly indicate a
tendency for the right hemisphere to be consistently more efficient than
the left hemisphere for processing various content modes( p. 531).
According to Hensen( 1926), there are some centres associated
with musical functions, such as a centre of singing, a centre of the
muscial sense, and an instrumental centre. They are all within the
right hemisphere. Wertheim( 1977) further suggests somewhere in the
brain must be stored signals of frequencies, duration, amplitudes,
rhythm, and a large number of these associative patterns.
Summing up the above investigations and the observations of this
research, the researcher proposes that the Music Expression-Acquisition
Device possibly acts as a coordinating centre of all musical functions
in the human brain. It functions in the brain of all people, including
deaf children even though there is no observable sign it has been
exposed to music before. If it is exposed to a creative and saturated
music environment, it will function more efficiently. The device,
which interacts unconsciously with the surroundings, is again highly
conditioned by one's culture, background, feeling, and music experiences.
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Limitations and Reconynendation
This classroom research was not an experimental one. Sampling
could hardly be done due to the limited number of pupils in each class
and administrative difficulties. Moreover, this study aimed at
applying the EEM to ordinary music .lessons. Without sampling,
subjects characteristics, such as the speech ability, intellectual
ability, personality, age, and sex could not be controlled. The
researcher understands that these factors impose limitations on this
research.
To remedy the limitations, future research should be attempted to
compare the EEM with the existing pedagogy on music education for the
deaf and replicate this research with an experimental design. The
extension of this research might:( 1) apply the EEM to deaf pupils
of other secondary schools for the deaf( 2) apply the FEM to deaf
pupils of primary schools for the deaf( 3 )examine the possibility
of applying the EEM to normal-hearing pupils in primary schools and
( 4) study the possibility of applying the REM to normal-hearing
pupils in secondary schools.
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Classifications of Hearing Impairment
Average Hearing
Threshold LevelHearing Ability
Degree for 500, 1000,
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Mild Difficult only with25dB








Severe Frequent difficulty55dB 70dBHearing with loud speech
Irrairment
70
Severe Can understand only








Total No response to any105dB
Hearing sound
Impairment
Note. 1 Numbers represent the simple average of the hearing threshold
levels in decibels( dB) at the frequencies 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz,
obtained with an audiometer that is calibrated according to the
International Organization for Standardization's(ISO) Recommendation
of 1964. The above table is based on-Davis, Hallowell. Hearing
Handicap, Standards For Hearing, And Nledicoplegal Pules. In Hallowell
Davis and S. Richard Silverman (Eds.), Hearing And Deafness (3rd eds.).
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970, p. 255.
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Appendix B
Mode l s of Instructions
Model One. Model 1 concerns mainly the instructional procedures of
the exploration and perception of sound, discovery and acquisition of
musical concepts and sound elements, auditory training, and music
expression and performance. The instructional procedures are as
follows:
1. The researcher conu:iunicates with pupils, observes their
reactions and decides an motion which they will
expressed with music.
2. The researcher directs pupils' emotion into the desired
condition which matches the proposed teaching objective.
3a. After pupils are well 3b. Pupils have individual
prepared emotionally, auditory training on sound
they explore sound. elements.
4. The researcher assists pupils to organize the sound
into a musical presentation.
5. Pupils perform the music with one of the pupils or the
researcher as the conductor.
6. The researcher guides pupils to analyze and refine the
music.






8. The researcher guides pupils to evaluate the entire
performance.
9. The researcher plays pupils another
piece of music which describes a
similar topic and discusses it with
them. Pupils learn the music.
10a. Pupils create 10b. Pupils create 10c. The researcher
and perform a and act dramas or and pupils make
dance or rhythmic mimes to express songs to describe
movement to the the music. the topic.
music.
lla. Pupils llb. Pupils llc. Pupils
continue the continue the continue the
activity in activity in activity in




Model Two. rbdel 2 concerns mainly the instructional procedures of
speech and singing, auditory training, and rhythmic movements and
dances.
la. The researcher corrununciate s with lb. Pupils complete
pupils, observes their reactions and the activity in 10c
decides an errrtion which they will of model 1.
express with songs.
2. Pupils' emotions are directed to the desired condition.
I 3a. Being erotionally prepared 3b. The researcher
pupils state their feelings
assists pupils to
with sentences. polish the sentences.
4. Pupils explore pitch, rhythm, intensity, intonation,
articulation, breathing control, and voice quality which
help them to polish and recite the text.
5. Pupils recite the text.
6. Pupils improve the recitation through practising
articulation, intonation, breathing, and voice production.
7. rvements are introduced when
pupils are.reciting.
8. The researcher sets the text into a song, following the





9a. Pupils examine 9h. Pupils receive auditory
musical elements training on the materials which
in the song. they are examining.
10. The researcher conducts pupils to sing the song.
11. Pupils hove while they are singing.
12. The researcher guides pupils to evaluate the entire
performance.
13. The researcher introduces to pupils
another song with a similar topic.
14a. Pupils create 14b. Pupils create 14c. Pupils devise
and act a mime or and perform a and play a game
a drama to express dance to the which is dervived
the song. melody. from the new song.
15a. Pupils continue the 15b. Pupils continue the




Model Three. Model 3 concerns the instructional procedures of
rhythmic movements and dances, and music expression and performance
la. The researcher communicates with lb. Pupils complete
pupils, observes their behaviour and the activity in 10a
decides an emotion which they will of model 1.
express with movements or dances.
2. Pupils' emoticns are directed to the desired condition.
3a. Being Ptionally 3b. The researcher observes and
ready, pupils are picks up rhythmic motives in their
encouraged to move process of discovering movements
freely to discover and investigates their reactions
fDverlen is. to the movements.
4. Pupils perform and explain what they have discovered to
other pupils. The researcher leads them to express their
ideas to a fuller extent.
5. The researcher assists pupils to beautify and improvise
the movements.
6. The researcher helps pupils to organize the movements
into a dance-




8. The researcher guides pupils to design a piece of music
to accompany the dance.
9. The researcher guides pupils to perform the dance
accompanied by the music.





Model Four . Model 4 concerns the instructional procedures of the
performance of musical dramas and mimes, and music expression and
performance.
la. Pupils find out or lb. Pupils complete the activity
invent a story to in 10b of model 1 and find out
match the project or or make a story which suits the
their interest. music.
2. The researcher guides pupils to discuss the story in order
to make sure that all pupils have understood it.
3a. Half of the pupilE 3b. Another half of the pupils
re-organize the music todesign the play.
express the play.
4a. The researcher guides 4b. The researcher guides pupils
to play the music.pupils to act the play.
5. The researcher helps pupils to perform the play.and the
music.




Learning Experiences of Each Group
Group One
1. Exploration and Perception of Sound
a. Pupils discover possible human sounds produced from the
mouth, hands, and feet.
b. Pupils are given the bass drum, Chinese tom-tom, tam-tam,
tambourine, wood-block, and chime bars. They explore five ways of
producing different sounds with these instruments.
c. Given sticks, and soft-mallet drum sticks, pupils make
noises from hammering, striking, rubbing or knocking objects in the
classroom.
d. Pupils lower their heads, keep absolutely silent and write
down noises which they hear around them.
e. Pupils strike the bass drum, Chinese tom-tom, tam-tam, or
chime bar, allowing the sound to fade away. Striking it again, they
stop the sound with their hands after a few seconds. Striking it
once more, they stop the sound abruptly.
2. Discovery and Acquisition of Musical Concepts and Sound
Elements
a. Rhythm
(1) Pupils discover rhythmic patterns by striking drums or
objects in the classroom with drum sticks, and notice the up-and-down
movements of the hand and rhythmic noises.








(4) Pupils march in crotchets (J) which are interrupted withthe equivalent rests.
(5) Pupils run in quavers (J) which are interrupted with the
equivalent rests.









f ff f f
b. Intensity
(1) Pupils clap their hands freely with whatever intensity
they like. They then group the noises into loud or soft categories.
(2) Pupils stamp their feet to make loud or soft noises.
(3) Pupils produce a sound on the bass drum, tam-tam,
tambourine, wood block, or chime bar as loudly or as softly as
possible according to their residual hearing levels.
(4) Pupils pass a tambourine around the class. They spot
out how many times they have made noises and the intensity level in
either f or p.
(5) Pupils imitate the intensity of a demonstrated signal
produced on the bass drum, tam-tam, tambourine, wood-block, or chime
bar.
C. Tone Quality
(1) Pupils observe the relationship of the structures of
materials and sound production when they are knocking, hammering,
striking or rubbing things.
(2) Pupils create different timbre on the bass drum, Chinese
tom-tom, tam-tam,-wood-block, and chime bar, and shake the tambourine.
They observe what the sounds they create are like and what emotion
the sounds arouse.
d. Pitch
(1) Pupils are given pairs of chime bars which are more than
three octaves apart. They examine pitches and place chime bars with
the higher pitch on the right hand side.
(2) Pupils are placed in definite spots and are free to
strike objects nearby. They point out two objects that have the
higher or lower pitch.
(3) Pupils produce two tones from the mouth with the first
one higher than the second. They sing another two with the second one
higher than the first. They sing them with a and u.
e. Texture
(1) Pupils play any two notes which are more than three




tones that they have created.
(2) Pupils use the instruments which they have learnt to
create sounds with a thick or thin texture.
3. Speech and Singing
a. While pupils are exploring human sounds from the mouth,
they are directed to improve the quality of tone production.
b. Pupils hold feathers with their fingers or on their palms.
They make them in motion with the breath from their mouths or noses tc
train their breath control and phrasing.
c. Pupils sing vowels which are combined with consonants, e.g.
b, d, f, g, 1, m, n, p, t, or w in a random pitch, intensity, and
rhythm.
d. Pupils play call and response games. They make simple
conversations, add gestures and then speak in a natural manner.
e. Pupils, assisted by the researcher, find out their names
on the organ. Then, they since their names.
4. Auditory Training
a. On Rhythm
(1) The researcher plays rhythmic phrases on drums or
through a cassette recorder. Pupils clap the rhythm or beat the rhythm
on another drum. The exercises refer to the examples in para. 2a
( i.e. the paragraph a in section 2: Discovery and Acquisition of
Musical Concepts and Sound Elements).
b. On Intensity
(1) Pupils listen to loud or soft sounds played by the
researcher or through a cassette recorder.
(2) Pupils imitate the intensity of a given sound. They
reproduce it on the same instrument that the researcher has
demonstrated.
c. On Tone Quality
(1) Pupils listen to, memorize and discriminate recorded
sound effects of human sounds produced from the mouth, hands, and feet.
(2) The class is divided into pairs. One pupil in the pair
is blindfolded and is led to walk around the classroom by the other one
in the same group who strikes five objects in all wherever he walks.
The blindfolded pupil has to tell what his partner is striking at.




(3) With eyes closed and heads lowered, pupils raise their
heads while they hear the researcher playing the bass drum, Chinese
tom-tom, tam-tam, tambourine, wood block, or chime bar. They point
out or write down which one has just been played.
d. On Pitch
(1) The researcher plays any two successive notes more than
three octaves apart on the organ. Pupils compare the pitches of
these notes and notate them on music staves.
(2) The researcher strikes things around him. Pupils compare
their ptich levels and notate them on music staves.
e. On Texture
(1) The researcher plays two notes separately or
simultaneously on the organ or chime bars. The notes are more than
three octaves apart. Pupils raise their fingers to show how many
notes they hear or write the answers down.
5. Expression and Performance
a. Music Expression and Perforn.nce
(1) After pupils have explored noises by harwmering or rubbing
objects in the classroom, they are assisted by the researcher
to organize the noises into a piece of "musical noise".
(2) Pupils invent a short rhythmic motif and improvise it
into three to five phrases. They are assisted by the researcher to
organize it into a short rhythmic composition. Each pupil chooses
an instrument to play the music.
(3) Pupils are free to select and use instruments to express
a short piece of music which is a group composition assisted by the
researcher.
b. Rhythmic Movements and Dances
(1) Pupils discover and relate sounds to body movements while
they are exploring movements.
(2) Pupils move their bodies freely to develop body
coordination, space concept, and creativity. The exercises include
stretching arms, veering forward, backward and sideward, circling legs,
moving their bodies up or down etc. The movements must begin with
breaths.
(3) Pupils jump to rhythmic drum beats which are played by




(4) Pupils do the leader-oriented dance. A pupil stands in
front of the class, creating rhythmic movements to music, and another
pupil imitates him.
(5) Pupils devise movements to describe sounds of musical
instrumnts, such as the bass drum, tambourine, tam-tam, and wood-
block.
c. Performance of Musical Dramas and Mimes
(1) Pupils make up a story and re-organize it into a play.
Group TWO
1. Exploration and Perception of Sound
a. With the cassette recorder pupils record noises at home.
b. Pupils name the noises which they have heard on the way
hone from school.
c. Given the glockenspiel, tenor drum, marching drum, bongos,
hand cymbals, paddle-mounted castanets, hand castanets, and melodica,
pupils explore at least five different ways of producing sound with
these instruments.
d. Pupils choose musical instrLu ents to imitate the noises
heard in the city.
2. Discovery and Acquisition of Musical Concepts and Sound
Elements
a. Rhythm
(1) Pupils use a metal stick to strike the metal legs of the
chair so as to learn a rapidly repeated rhythm, using semiquavers (J)
and semiquaver-rests.
(2) Pupils play a toy horn to imitate a ship sounding a horn







(3) The researcher demonstrates different tempi, i.e. j =30,
=60, and =120 on a metronome. Pupils strike a percussion
instrument, following the beat of the metronome. Afterwards, when
they are watching the rocking movements of the metronome, they play
the following rhythmic phrases:
and
ff f f f
The phrases are played in t= =30, =60, J_, or =120.
(4) Pupils echo on musical instruments, or with hands the
following rhythmic phrases:
and
f f f f
b. Intensity
(1) Pupils use a toy aeroplane to imitate the taking off and
landing to learn crescendo and decrescendo.
(2) Pupils play repeated notes on a drum for five seconds at
the following intensity levels:
f
f fp f p,f fp P9 TON and p, f p.
They then play any eight notes on a keyboard instrument with the above
intensity levels.
c. Tone Quality
(1) Pupils create different timbre on the tenor drum,
glockenspiel, and hand castanets. They say what these sounds are like
and what emotion these sounds arouse.
(2) Pupils make sounds with a warm cool thone colour
d. Pitch
(1) Pupils are given pairs of chime bars which are more than
two octaves, but less than three octaves apart. They examine the
pitches and place the chime bars.with the higher pitch on the right
hand side.
(2) Pupils close their eyes, listen to the surroundings and
pick up two sounds with the highest or the lowest pitch.




range on the organ and pupils sing them with "i" or "o".
e. Texture
(1) Pupils play any three notes which are two octaves to
three octaves apart on the organ or glockenspiel. Then, they
describe these tones.
(2) Pupils use the instruments which they have learnt to
produce chords or clusters with a close or sparse texture.
3. Speech and Singing
a. Pupils sing words which consist of a vowel and a diphthong.
b. Pupils make simple dialogues from which they discover rhythm,




(1) Pupils continue the activities in para. 4a (1) of group 1.
The exercises refer to the examples listed on para. 2a.
b. On Intensity
(1) Pupils continue the activities in para. 4b(1) of group 1
with the exercises referring to the examples listed on para. 2b.
(2) Pupils repeat the activities in para. 4b(2) of group 1
with more instruments which they have learnt.
c. On Tone Quality
(1) With heads lowered, pupils face the gall. They raise
their heads and name the instruments after they have heard the
researcher playing the glockenspiel, tenor drum, marching drum, bongos,
hand cymbals, paddled mounted castanets, hand castenets, melodica, and
the instruments which they have learnt the year before.
(2) Pupils identify and distinguish recorded sound effects
commonly heard at home and in the city.
d. On Pitch
(1) The researcher plays two successive notes which are more
than two octaves, but less than three octaves apart on the organ.





(1) The researcher plays three notes separately or
simultaneously. The notes are more than two octaves apart, but less
than three octaves on the organ or glockenspiel. Pupils show the
answers in the same ways as described in para. 4e (1) of group 1.
5. Expression and Performance
a. Music Expression and Performance
(1) Pupils continue the activities in para. 5a (2) and 5a(3)
of group 1.
b. Rhythmic Movements and Dances
(1) Pupils devise movements to describe sounds of musical
instruments, e.g. the glockenspiek, bongos, hand castanes, and
melodica.
(2) Pupils designed a lively dance.
c. Performance of Musical Dramas and Mims






1. Exploration and Perception of Sound
a. Given the xylophone, timpani, triangle, and piano, pupils
explore as many different ways of producing sounds with these
instruments as possible.
b. Pupils choose appropriate musical instrument to imitate the
noises of insects and birds.
2. Discovery and Acquisition of Musical Concepts and Sound
Elements
a. Rhythm
(1) Pupils imitate the movements of an elephant to learn the
dotted minim
(2) Pupils imitate a galloping horse to discover the fast
note, i.e. the demisemiquaver
(3) Pupils imitate the irregular hopping movement of a
squirrel to acquire staccatos.
(4) Pupils imitate the croaking noises of the frog to learn
irregular and short rhythms interlocking with short periods of
silence.
(5) Pupils imitate a cat mewing to learn a dotted minim which
is shortened to become a dotted crochet (J.) and a dotted quaver.
(6) Pupils echo on musical instruments or with clapping hands





(1) Pupils experience p and pp on chime bars, and f and ff
on drums.
(2) Pupils play a note in p on any instruments and play
another note softer than that one. They play a note in f and play
another note louder than this one.
(3) Pupils play any eight notes on a keybord instrument with












(4) Pupils imitate animal cries with sudden accents.
c. Tone Quality
(1) Pupils create different timbre on the xylophone, timpani,
and triangle. They tell what the sounds they produce are like and
what emotion these sounds arouse.
(2) Pupils create sounds with a penetrating or subtle
characteristic.
(3) Pupils name creatures that produce sounds loud enough
for them to hear.
(4) Pupils imitate noises of creatures with musical
instruments.
d. Pitch
(1) The researcher plays a note on the piano and pupils find
it out on the xylophone, glockenspiel, chime bar, or melodica.
(2) The researcher plays pairs of two successive notes which
are pore than one octave but less than two octaves apart on the organ.
Pupils sing the notes one after another with "e".
(3) Pupils tune the timpini in C or F after they have
perceived the exact note on the organ.
e. Texture
(1) Pupils play any four notes which are more than an octave,
but less than two octaves apart on the organ, glockenspiel, xylophone,
or piano. Then they describe the sounds which they have created.
(2) Pupils are divided into. pairs. They organize chords or
clusters with at least two instruments to show tense or relaxing
sounds.
3. Speech and Singing
a. Pupils make simple sentences to describe their daily routine
work. Then, phrasing, intonation, dynamics, qualities, stress, pitch
levels, and rhythms are discussed. Pupils use these ideas to polish
the recitation of the sentences and sing them.
b. Pupils are given a text which they examine phrasing,







(1) Pupils continue the activities in para. 4a(1) of group 2
with the exercises referring to para. 2. The researcher plays the
phrases on any instruments which pupils have learnt.
b. On Intensity
(1) Pupils continue the activities in para. 4b (1) of group 2
with the exercises listed on para. 2b.
(2) Pupils continue the activities in para. 4b (2) of group 2,
using the xylophone, timpani, or triangle.
c. On Tone Quality
(1) With eyes blindfolded, pupils raise their hands and name
the instruments after they have heard the researcher playing the
xylophone, timpani, triangle, piano, and the instruments which they
have learnt for the last two years.
(2) Pupils listen, recall and discriminate recorded sound
effects of creatures.
d. On Pitch
(1) The researcher three successive notes which are
more than one octave, but less than two octaves apart. Pupils compare
the pitches of these notes.
(2) After the middle C has been demonstrated, the researcher
plays another note which is more than an octave apart from the middle C.
Pupils show whether the next note played by the researcher is higher or
lower than middle C.
(3) The researcher uses vowels to sing two notes within one
octave to two octaves. Pupils compare their pitches.
e. On Texture
(1) The researcher plays four separate notes quickly or
simultaneously on the organ, glockenspiel, xylophone, or piano.





5. Expression and Performance
a. Music Expression and Performance
(1) Having performed a dance, pupils compose music to
describe the story.
b. Rhythmic M vemnts and Dances
(1) Movement patterns are devised by pupils to describe
contrasting sounds of musical instruments, e.g. the timpani vs. wood
block, xylophone vs. hand castanets, and bass drum vs. triangle.
(2) Pupils create a dance to a piece of music.
Group Four
1. Exploration and Perception of Sound
a. Pupils explore and perceive different sound characteristics
which contribute to the meaning of sound with the vibraphone, sleigh
bells, and organ.
2. Discovery and Acquisition of Musical Concepts and Sound
Elements
a. Rhythm
(1) Pupils learn to divide a beat equally into two to eight
notes.
b. Intensity
(1) The researcher divides the intensity into seven degrees.
This is done by dividing the volune attenuator of the organ into six






4 = mf 7 = fff1 = ppp3
6
2 5 = f2 = pp
1
3 = p 6 = ff
Figure 1. The volume attenuator of the organ
which illustrates the seven intensity
levels.
Different levels of intensity, such as ppp, pp, p, mf, f, ff, and fff
are demonstrated by the researcher. After the demonstration, pupils
identify, prize, classify and compare tones to the given levels of
intensity.
(2) Pupils play any notes on a keyboard instrument with the
following intensity levels:
p ppmf fff ff mp ffpp
pppff f and fffppp pp p
c. Tone Quality
(1) Pupils create different timbre on the vibraphone and
sleigh bells. Then, they describe what these sounds are like and what
emotions these sounds arouse.
(2) Pupils create sounds of happiness, sadness, liveliness,
hope, and discouragement.
(3) Pupils use musical instruments to imitate the noises of
thundering, raining, wind blowing, storm, blustering, and river drifting.
d. Pitch
(1) The researcher plays on the organ pairs of two or three
successive notes less than one octave apart within the singing range
on the organ. Pupils sing the notes one after another with any vowels.
(2) Pupils tune the timpani after they have perceived the
right notes on the organ.
e. Texture
(1) Pupils play any five notes which are less than an octave






Then, they describe the tones which they have produced.
(2) Pupils form groups of three. They organize chords or
clusters with at least three instruments to express brillance or
firmness.
3. Speech and Singing
a. Pupils make a passage in which they work out phrasing
intonation, dynamics, rhythm, and articulation. Then, they recite the
passage.
b. Pupils make a simple passage after which the researcher helps
them to change to a song.
4. Auditory Training
a. On Rhythm
(1) Pupils continue the activities in para. 4a(1) of group 3
with the exercises referring to para. 2a.
b. On Intensity
(1) Pupils continue the activities in para. 4b(1) of group 3
with the exercises listed on section 2b.
(2) Pupils continue the activities in para. 4b(2) of group 3
with more instruments, such as the vibraphone and sleigh bells.,
C. On Tone Quality
(1) With eyes blindfolded, pupils raise their hands and nary
the instruments after they have heard the researcher playing the
vibraphone, sleigh bells, organ, and the' instruments which they have
learnt before.
(2) Pupils identify and distinguish sound effects of nature.
d. On Pitch
(1) The researcher plays three successive notes at any
intervals, especially those less than an octave. Pupils compare the
pitches of these notes.
(2) Pupils find the right notes on the chime bars, xylophone,
glockenspiel, melodica, and vibraphone after perceiving the given notes
on the organ.
(3) After a note is demonstrated, pupils identify and recall
it while the researcher is playing a phrase with this note in it.
(4) Pupils continue the activities in para. 4d (3) of group 3





(1) The researcher plays five different notes quickly or
simultaneously on the organ, glockenspiel, vibraphone, piano, or
xylophone. Pupils indicate the answers in the ways as described in
para. 4e (1) of group 1.
5. Expression and Performance
a.usic Excression andrfrmance




Project title: No. of periods:
Class: No. of pupils:






1. Suggestes /progranmmed process:














(0), (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10)- - - - - - - - - -
Pupils cannot Pupils can express
express their their emotion with
emotion with music properly.
music.
2. Movement Exploration
(0), (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) (7) (8)( 9) (10)
Pupils cannot Pupils move to
move to music. music extremely
well.
3. Imagination
(0). (1). (2). (3). (4). (5). (6). (7). (8). (9). (10)




(0), (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8). (9). (10)
Pupils cannot Pupils create
create music. music extremely
well.
5. Enthusiasm
(0), (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10)
Pupils show Pupils show very
no interest in great interest in







(0) .(1) .(2) .(3) .(4) .(5) .(6) .(7) .(8) .(9) .(10)
. . . . . . . . . .
Pupils Pupils can keep
cannot keep steady their
stable their emotions extremely
emotions. well.
7. Interpersonal Relationship
(0) :(1) :(2) :(3) :(4) :(5) :(6) :(7) :(8) :(9) :(10)
Pupils cannot Pupils get along
get along with with classmates
classmates. extremely well.
8. Cooperation
(1): (2): (3):(4):(5): (6): (7): (8): (9): (10)
Pupils cannot Pupils cooperate
cooperate with with all classmates
classmates or extremely well.
isolate
themselves.
9. Coordination of the Body and Mind
(0). (1). (2). (3). (4). (5). (6). (7). (8). (9). (10)
. . . . . . . . . .
Pupils cannot Pupils coordinate
coordinate their bodies and
their bodies mind extremely
and mind. well.
10. Coordination of the Body, Hearing, and Sight
(0). (1). (2). (3). (4). (5). (6). (7). (8). (9). (10)
. . . . . . . . . .
Pupils cannot Pupils can
coordinate coordinate their
their bodies, bodies, hearing























(1) The examinee takes the test one by one in a random order.
(2) The tenor drum and the organ (with the brass stop) are
employed by the examiner to play the items and the
marching drum is given to the examinee to beat the
rhythmic phrases after the examiner.
(3) The examinee stands less than. 0.9 m. away from the tenor
drum and holds the drum stick with the marching drum set
in front of him.
(4) The examiner plays each rhythmic phrase three times with
an interval of ten seconds in between and the examinee
echos the phrase on the drum provided.
(5) After all examinees finish the first five items on the
drum, they start the next five on the organ.
b. Questions:

















































(1) The examinee sits in a semi-circle around the organ within.
0.9 m. away from the sound source.
(2) Before the test, the examiner plays a tone on the organ
indicating mf for two seconds, turns the volune louder
gradually to demonstrate f, turns it back to mf, turns it
quieter gradually to demonstrate p, and turns it back to
mf again.
(3) The examiner begins by playing each item three times with
an interval of two seonds in between.
(4) When all items are over, they are repeated once for the
examinee to review the answers.

























Brass 8'upperfour octaves higher(2)
Flute 8'loweroriginal register(3)
Trombone 16'uppertwo octaves higher(4)
Flute 4'upperfour octaves higher(5)
Cello 8'lowerthree octaves higher(6)
Flute 8' and Cello 8'lowertwo octaves higher(7)
Pianouppertwo octaves higher(8)
String 8' and Vibratoupperfour octaves higher(9)
Hawaiian Guitarupperone octave higher(10)
3. On Tone Quality
a. Instructions:
(1) The examinee sits in a semi-circle around the loud-
speakers within 0.9 m. from the sound sources.
(2) Before the test, the recording is tried first to make
sure the sound effects are loud enough for the examinee
to hear.
(3) The examiner plays the sound effects, which last 15
seconds each, on a cassette-.recorder with two separate
loudspeakers.
(4) The examinee has 15 seconds to describe the sound with
















(3) noises in town
i. a moving train
ii. a moving police-car
iii. a moving plane
iv. a moving helicopter
v. a moving taxi
vi. a moving ambulance
vii. noises at a building construction site
(4) noises generated from the objects in the classroom
i. steeping floor
ii. knocking desks
(5) instrumental sounds from percussion instruments
4. On Pitch
a. Instructions:
(1) The examiner plays the items on the organ, around which
the examinee sits in a semi-circle within 0.9 m. from the
sound source.
(2) During the test, the examiner plays each item three times
with an interval of two seconds in between.
(3) After the ten items have been completed, the examiner
repeats them once for*the examinee to check the answers.
(4) Three more minutes are given for the examinee to run







6 7 8 9 10
5. On Texture
a. Instructions:
(1) The examiner plays the items on the organ, around which
the examinee sits in a semi-circle within 0.9 m. from the
sound source.
(2) During the test, the examiner plays each item three times
with an interval of two seconds in between.
(3) The examiner uses the brass, percussion, string, or piano
stop on the organ.
(4) After the ten items have been completed, the examiner
repeats them once for the examinee to check the answers.
(5) Three more minutes are given for the examinee to run
through all the answers.
b. Questions:





1. On Music Expression
a. Instructions:
(1) The examinee chooses one item from each group of questions
and expresses it with music.
(2) Each examinee does the test one by one.
(3) Before the test, a topic is given to the examinee who has
five minutes to organize his ideas.
(4) The examinee may use any musical instruments to express
his music which lasts about one minute.
b. Questions:
(1) The examinee expresses -music with one of the following
titles:
i. Relaxation After School
ii. Chattering at Home
iii. My Father's, or k ther's Image
iv. To Tell a Fable
v. Feeling of Being a Deaf
(2) The examinee expresses music with one of the following
sound pictures:
i. Fishing at the Seashore
ii. Wandering at the Woodland
iii. Strolling on the Street
iv. Standing Near the Airport
v. Visiting a Farm
2. On Movement Exploration
a. Instructions:
(1) The examiner selects one item randomly for the examinee
who expresses it with body moverlent s.
(2) Each examinee does the test one by one.
(3) Before the test, a title is offered to the examinee who
has three minutes to organize his movements. If it is a
musical passage, the examinee listens to the theme for
three minutes.





(1) The examinee moves to the following rhythmic passage:
Andante
f
The above passage is repeated six times, approximately
about one minute.
(2) To express a train in motion
(3) To show sadness
(4) To tell a story with actions





3. On Speech and Singing
a. Instructions:
(1) Before the speech test,the examinee is given a verse of
the song and he has three minutes to look it over. Then,
he recites the verse to the examiner.
(2) Before the singing test, the examiner plays the song on
the organ and the examinee sings the song for ten
minutes to know the song. Then, he sings the song to
the examiner.
b. Questions:
(1) To recite the verse of the song below





(My Family) Lau Chiu Kay
f
(He goes to school. I study. Mother does home-
我 的 家
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Coordination of the body
and mind
Coordination of the body,
hearing, and sight
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INPUT ID 2. (YEAR CLASS SEX) (1.) AGE 2. (HRLOST1-HRKIST6)(3.)
(T1PR T1PI T1PP T1PQ T1IP T1EM T1DA T1DA T1SWR T1SWP
T1SWI T1SWH T1SPR T1SPR T1SPP T1SPV T1SPA T1SPV) (1.)
(T1SRR T1SRI T1SRH T1SER T1SEI TISEP T1SV T1SEV T1SEA T1SEB)
(1.) (T1I T1C T1AS TIS T1PA) (1.)
2 Q3 (T2PR T2PP)(2.)T2PT 1. T2PQ 2.(T2ME T2IP T2DA
T2SWR T2SWP T2WI T2SWH T2SPR T2SPP T2SPA T2SPB)(1.)
T2SRR 2. (T2SRP T2SRI T2SRH T2SER T2SEI T2SEP T2SEV




















SPPERFM 2=0 a 01( T2 SPR+ T2SPI+ T2$PP+ T2SPP+ T2SPA+ T2$PB;
SIURTN G 2=0 a 01(T2SER+ T2SRP+ T2SRI+ T2SRH);
SIPERFM2= 0.01( T2SER+ I2SEI+ T2SEP+ i2$EM+ T2SEA+ T2SEB);
IM A G C E E 2=0 a 0 2 5«( T 21+ T 2 C) i
AFFECT2= 0,025( T2AE+ T 2 A£
COCIAL2=0.05 T2S
PSYCHO2= 0 a05T2PA;
P 0$ T E S I=i::' E R C E P I 2+ p E R F 0 R M 2+M 0 U E H N T 2+$ P W E T N G 2+S P P E R F M 2+ £1W R f N G 2+ SI i::' E R F i'i 2





















































































































TITLE CORRELATION BETWEEN HNARING LOST AND PEREORMANCE
PROC CORR)
VAR SPWRTMG1 SPPERFM1 SOWRTMG1 SIPERFM
SPWRTNG2 SPPERFM2 SIWRING2 SIPERFM2




VAR AFFECT1 PERFORMY MOVEMNT1 PERCEPT1
AFFECT2 PERFORM2 MOVEMNT2 PERCEPTR2
TITLE CORRELATION BETWEEN EMTION, EXPRESSION AND PERCEPTION





TITLE CORRELATION BETWEEN HEARING LOST AND PERFORMANCE
TITLE3 WITH DIFFRENT YEAR GROUP
PROC GLM)
CLASS YEAR
MODEL POSTEST YEAR PRETEST)
MEANS YEARDUNCAN;
TITLE OHHHt ANALYSIS OF CO MAR IANCE BY YEAR KOHHH
PROC GLMi
CLASS YEAR
MODEL PERCEPT2 YEAR PERCEPT1
MEANS YEARDUNCAN;
TITLE ANALYSIS OF COVAKIANCE BY YEAR
PROC GLM)
CLASS YEAR;
MODEL PERFORM2 YEAR PERFORM1
MEANS YEAR/DUNCAN
TITLE ANALYSIS OF COMARIANCE BY YEAR
PROC GLM)
CLASS YEAR;
MODEL MOVEMNT2 YEAR MOVEMNT1
MEANS YEARDUNCAN;





MODEL SPWERTNG2 YEAR SPWRTNG1
MEANS YEARDUNCAN;
TITLE ANALYSIS OF CGUAR IANCE BY YEAR
PROG GLM;
GLASS 'YEAR;
MODEL SPPERFM2 YEAR SPPERFM1
MEANS YEARDUNGAN;





TITLE ANALYSIS OF GOVARIANCE BY YEAR;
PRGG GLM;
GLASS YEAR;
MODEL SIPERFM2 YEAR SIPERFM1
MEANS YEARDUNCAN;
TITLE ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE BY YEAR
PROG GLM;
GLASS YEAR;
MODEL IMAGCRE2 YEAR IMAGCRE1
MEANS YEARDUNGAN;
TITLE bbb- ANALYSIS OF CO VARIANCE BY YEAR BBB-;
PROG GLM;
GLASS YEAR;
MODEL AFFECT2 YEAR AFFECT1
MEANS YEAR/DUNCAN





MODEL SOCIAL2 YEAR SOCIAL1)
MEANS YEARDUNCAN;
TITLE ANALYSIS OF OOVARIANCE BY YEAR
PRDC GLM)
CLASS YEAR)
MODEL PSYCHO2 YEAR PSYCHO1)
MEANS YEAR/DUNCAN)




MAR TIPR TIPI TIPI TIPT TIPQ ME TITP TIEM TIDA TISWR TISUF
T1SWI T1SWH T1SPR TiSPI TiSPP TiSPM II SPA TiSPB
TiSRR T1SRP T1SRI TiSEN TiSEE TiSEI TiSEP TiSEU TiSEA TiSEB
Til TiC T1AE TiAS TiS TiPA;




MAR T2PR T2PI T2PP T2PT T2PQ T2ME T2IP T2EM T2DA
T2SWR T2SUP T2SWI T2SWIi T2SPR T2SPI T2SPP T2SPM T2SPA T2SPB
T2SRR T2SRP T2SRI T2SRH T2SER T2SEI T2SEP T2SEM
T2SEA T2SEB T2I T2C T2AE T2AS T2S T2PA;
TILE FACTOR ANALYSI OF TEST2 UARABLES
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Appendix I
Musical Notations and Hand Sig? als
Conventional Hand Signals

























crescendo opening the palm gradually
descrescendo closing the palm gradually
accent holding the fist tightly
comparatively
pointing the second upward
high pitch
comparatively
pointing the second finger forward
middle pitch
comparatively
pointing the second finger downward
low pitch
pointing the second finger fromfrom high pitch
upward to downwardto low pitch
pointing the second finger fromfrom. low pitch
to high pitch downward to upward gradually
putting the thumb on the end of the
thick texture
second finger
putting the thumb at the centre of
medium texture
the second finger
putting the thumb on the finger-tip
thin texture
of the second finger
rising intonation
hand-signing the notation with
falling intonation the second finger
the pause in hand-signing a conga with
the second fingerphrasing













Conments on The Adventures of Pinocchio by the Judge of
the Hong Kong Schools Music and Speech Festival
HONG KONG SCHOOLS MUSIC AND SPEECH FESTIVAL
INSTRUMENTAL Marking Sheet
1628 Entry No.Class No.A BPROFICIENCY




N.B. Each test piece should be marked out of 100.Intonation




Rhythm Note-Details underlined need attention.
-50
Phrasing




• For ensembleentries only.
Eileon Diamond
An Unbiticus and Quite Compter Proserfatian
very well arronged and clearly Direded by the
canductar Sawe interesting blends of scvund and
Thythne cvell Accamplished Sowe good drowalic
tension building up to a dinox and rescunding
Finish.




SMSA Comments on Music in the Forest by the Judge of
the Hong Kong Schools Music and Speech Festival
HONG KONG SCHOOLS MUSIC AND SPEECH FESTIVAL
INSTRUMENTAL Marking Sheet





N.B. Each test piece should be marked out of 100.Intonation
Music in the forestA
INTERPRETATION
BImagination
Rhythm Note - Details underlined need attention.
Phrasing
50
70 is to be regarded as the standard of a good average performance.
Style
TOTAL
* For ensemble entries only
If you have 70 marks or more, please remember to send this marks to the Festival office, to prepare your
certificate.
如 果 你 的 積 分 在 七 十 分 或 多 過 七 十 分 請 記 攜 帶 此 積 分 表 來 本 會 辦 事 處 做 獎 狀
A
628 3
Mongkok Lutheran School for the Deaf
B
An experience every of Percussion
instruments
This was very atmospheric music - cresting
atharg feeling of tennis in the
Jhow of to forest
Excellart are of unitrunents -to
Colours alce varee cantrartie and
unxed with unch effect
The weladlic figllres were so paverful
in then Shope
James Kerkwon


